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INTRODUCTION
___________________________________________________________________________
When talking about political speeches, people tend to think of Martin Luther King’s “I have a
dream” speech or Malcolm X’s “The Ballot or the Bullet” speech. Generally, national themed
political speeches receive a lot of attention from respective nations’ citizens. In academia, this
is evident in the number of research conducted on this type of political speeches (e.g., Bruss
& Lawrence, 2010; Medhurst, 1987; Vaughn & Villalobos, 2006). However, globalization
requires for not only relationships within nations, but also those between nations to be
cultivated. This is due to the fact that globalization is a process that leads to greater
interdependence and mutual awareness among economic, political, and social units in the
world (Guillen, 2001; Petrella, 1996; Waters, 1995). From this, we posit that attention should
also be given to political speeches delivered to international audiences. In democratic
societies, this specific type of speech can directly affect international public opinion which
may shape the political, economic, and social climate of the countries involved in the speech.
Whether the motivation of the speech is to foster economic ties, or to persuade another
nation to react in a specific manner, it is important to note that political speeches delivered to
international audiences are usually perceived to be a representation made by leaders on behalf
of their own nations. According to Schäffner (1996), the values projected in the speech are not
of the leader as an individual, but of the government or nation that he or she represents. Not
only were previous studies on political speeches dedicated to studying “local” speeches
concerning party politics and presidential speeches (Bruss & Lawrence, 2010; Medhurst,
1987; Vaughn & Villalobos, 2006), but, they also did not emphasize much on the extent to
which values played a role in them. According to Schwartz (1992), values guide the
evaluation of actions, policies, people, and events. Therefore, we believe that values are an
important construct in political speeches. To fill the gap in research, this dissertation sets out
to investigate: To what extent do values play a role in the production, content, media coverage
and impact of international political speeches? The four communication components in focus
here are similar to Berlo’s (1960) model which consists of source, message, channel, and
receiver. We believe that this research topic can clarify the role of values from the
speechwriting process to how it affects public opinion. In the1 long run, this may provide us
1
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with some insight on how to bridge differences between leaders and citizens of different
nations to garner a more positive international public opinion that encourages positive
relationships politically, economically, and socially.
Investigations of values in international political speeches in the four communication
components are guided by several theoretical and conceptual frameworks which will be
discussed in the following sections. More specifically, we will discuss values as a salient
component of political speeches, the content and structure of values according to the Basic
Human Values (BHV) theory, the salience of the tone attached to the values in political
speeches, and the differences that may exist in value and tone between nations that are
classified as developed and developing.

Values
Values in Political Speeches
Many of the previous scholars studying values have viewed it as something inherently
positive (e.g., Kluckhohn, 1951; Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 1994; Smith, 1963; Williams,
1968). Similarly, in this dissertation, we subscribe to the definition that values are desirable
trans-situational goals, varying in importance, which serves as guiding principles in the life of
a person or other social entity (Schwartz, 1992, 1994). The centrality of values can be traced
through its manifestation at early stages of peoples’ lives. Some scholars assert that values are
relatively stable motivational characteristics that change little during adulthood (Feather,
1971; Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 1997). Based on this, we posit that values play a central
function in all areas of life (e.g., personal and professional relationships). It governs peoples’
lives even without them noticing it. Hence, it may be inevitable for people to project their
values when speaking.
Values have been said to serve the interests of social entities, motivate actions,
function as standards for judging and justifying action, and are acquired both through
socialization to dominant group values and through the unique learning experiences of
individuals (Schwartz, 1994). As representatives of nations, political leaders promote the
goals or interests of their nations in their speeches. In democratic societies, these goals and
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interests are shaped by their nation’s common values. Based on this, we are interested to
investigate the extent to which values play a role in international political speeches.
We next turn to a theoretical framework which discusses the content and structure of
specific types of values according to the Basic Human Values (BHV) theory.

Basic Human Values (BHV) Theory
The Basic Human Values (BHV) is a theoretical framework that facilitates our
investigation in understanding the extent to which values play a role in the production,
content, media coverage, and impact of international political speeches. Established by
Schwartz (1992, 1994), this theory postulates that there are ten main values: power,
achievement, hedonism, stimulation, self-direction, universalism, benevolence, tradition,
conformity, and security (see the definition for each value in Table 0.1). A confirmatory
factor analysis conducted by Schwartz and Boehnke (2004) found that these ten values fall
within four dimensions in a circumplex (see Figure 0.1). Values closer to one another have
similar motivational goals, whereas those further or opposite to one another have antagonistic
motivational goals. Motivational goals refer to the nature of the values which can be
understood through their definitions. For example, “security’s” motivational goals are safety,
harmony, etc. (see Table 0.1). According to Bardi and Schwartz (2003), each value has
psychological, practical, and social consequences that may conflict or may be congruent with
the pursuit of other values.

3
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Figure 0.1: Theoretical model of relations among 10 motivational types of values. Adapted
from “Evaluating the Structure of Human Values with Confirmatory Factor Analysis,” by S.
H. Schwartz, and K. Boehnke, 2004, Journal of Research in Personality, 38, p.233. Copyright
2003 Elsevier Inc.

The BHV has been chosen as the overarching theoretical framework due to two main
reasons: First, each of its ten values are clearly defined. This is important because the detailed
definition of the individual values is necessary for our studies that identify the types of values
present in political speeches as well as their news coverage (see chapters 1, 2, and 3).
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Table 0.1: Definitions of the 10 Motivational Values
Type of Value
Power

Achievement

Hedonism
Stimulation
Self-Direction

Universalism

Benevolence

Tradition

Conformity

Security

Definition
Social status and prestige, control or dominance over people
and resources (authority, social power, wealth, preserving my
public image).
Personal success through demonstrating competence
according to social standards (ambitious, successful, capable,
influential).
Pleasure or sensuous gratification for oneself (pleasure,
enjoying life, self- indulgent).
Excitement, novelty and challenge, in life (daring, a varied
life, an exciting life).
Independent thought and action – choosing, creating,
exploring (creativity, freedom, independent, choosing own
goals, curious).
Understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection for the
welfare of all people and for nature (equality, social justice,
wisdom, broadminded, protecting the environment, unity with
nature, a world of beauty).
Preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with
whom one is in frequent personal contact (helpful, honest,
forgiving, loyal, responsible).
Respect, commitment, and acceptance of the customs and
ideas that traditional culture or religion provides (devout,
respect for tradition, humble, moderate).
Restraint of actions, inclinations and impulses likely to upset
or harm others and violate social expectations or norms (selfdiscipline, politeness, honoring parents and elders,
obedience).
Safety, harmony, and stability of society, of relationships, and
of self (family security, national security, social order, clean,
reciprocation of favors).

Note: Adapted from “Evaluating the Structure of Human Values with Confirmatory Factor
Analysis,” by S.H. Schwartz, and K. Boehnke, 2004, Journal of Research in Personality, 38,
p.239. Copyright 2003 Elsevier Inc.
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Second, these ten values have been found to be flexible in terms of their application to
cross cultural samples (Schwartz 1992, 1994; Schwartz & Sagiv, 1995), different research
topics (e.g., prediction of behavior [Bardi & Schwartz, 2003]; trust in institutions [Devos,
Spini, & Schwartz, 2002)]; trust in intergroup relations [Schwartz, Struch, & Bilsky, 1990];
correlation of values to political views [Schwartz, 1996]; correlation of values across differing
religions [Soroglou & Dupuis, 2006)], and in different types of research methods (e.g., survey
[Schwartz, 1992] and content analysis [Hoffman & Slater, 2007]). This flexibility is important
because our research involves cross cultural samples. Furthermore, different research methods
will be employed to investigate the extent to which values play a role in different components
of the communication process.
From understanding the type of values present in political speeches, we next turn to
discuss the valence of these values which could affect the speeches and their outcome.

Tone attached to Values in Political Speeches
In addition to investigating the values in political speeches, our research also looks
into their valence (see chapters 1, 2, and 3). In our investigations, valence is equated to tone,
which refers to the attractiveness or aversion towards a subject (Feather, 1995). It is a
dimension of emotional response that represents positive or negative feelings (Bolls, Lang, &
Potter, 2001). Simply put, tone refers to the positivity or negativity attached to a value with
reference to a particular subject in a sentence or a paragraph of a political speech.
If a political leader expresses a value positively in one speech, it does not mean that he
or she will always express it in that manner at all times and vice versa. This is because unlike
values which may be perceived as a quality of a person, tone is linked to a specific subject and
to a present time frame (Feather, 1995). Therefore, a leader may express “power” in a
negative manner because of the subject he or she is addressing (e.g., at a rally which
champions for better democracy, a person may say “the current authorities have been abusing
their positions in this country”). However, there may be times when “power” is expressed
positively by the same leader when he/she speaks of a different but related subject in the same
speech (e.g., “we have the ability to free ourselves from this oppression”). From this, we can
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see that tone changes the impact of values in political speeches and that different subjects call
for different types of tone.
We believe that investigating the tone in political speeches is important because it
influences the impact of a speech which helps to explain how people perceive certain political
actors or issues. For instance, we expect sentences in a speech containing the value “selfdirection” expressed positively to achieve different effects as to those expressed negatively.
Consider the following: 1) “by continuing our debates on the principle and modus operandi of
a United Africa, we will be able to see some improvements in the future” (positive tone), and
2) “we have debated the principle and modus operandi of a United Africa for years and still
we have not seen much improvements” (negative tone). There may be other values that
coincide with “self-direction” in these sentences. Nevertheless, the positive tone attached to
“self-direction” may lead audiences exposed to this message to perceive the politician
delivering the speech positively and vice versa.
Besides the presence of values in political speeches and the tone attached to them, our
research is also concerned with making cross-cultural comparisons. Previously, it was stated
that people of different cultures appreciate different values (Barna, 1994). Therefore, in this
dissertation, we compare values in political speeches and the tone attached to them between
those delivered to audiences of developed and developing countries (see chapter 1), by leaders
from these two cultures (see chapter 1, 2, and 3).

Comparing Developed and Developing Countries
There have been various ways in how previous scholars have distinguished different
cultures. For instance, Hofstede’s (1983) work differentiated cultures in terms of nations or
nationality and Triandis (1995) focused on the psychology of people from different regions of
the world. However, in this dissertation, we try to contribute to the field of social sciences by
being one of the first few to research differences or similarities of cultures in terms of values
in political speeches and the tone attached to them by comparing developed and developing
countries. We expect this method of classification to add a new perspective of studying
cultural differences.
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According to Shweder and LeVine (1984), people of a same culture have similar
standards for perceiving, believing, evaluating, and communicating. They also share a
language, a history, and a geographic region which have been handed down from generations
before. However, modifications in these shared elements are bound to occur as a result of
development. Inglehart and Baker (2000) posit that with development comes industrialization
which causes several cultural consequences. This includes rising educational levels,
occupational specialization, rising income levels, changes in gender roles, sexual norms,
declining fertility rates, attitude towards authority and higher political participation. These
wide ranges of effects have led us to view cultural differences through the industrialization
perspective. Therefore, we focus our research by investigating differences or similarities of
cultures in terms of values in political speeches and the tone attached to them by comparing
developed and developing countries.
Although we make comparisons between values in political speeches and the tone
attached to them between those from developed and developing countries, we do not claim
that the values of people within these classifications are homogenous. The comparisons are
made for the sole purpose of understanding the indication of values in political speeches in
different parts of the world.
In the next section, we discuss the individual studies that are conducted at each step of
the communication process: production, content, media coverage, and impact.

We also

explain their role in answering the main research question of this dissertation as well as their
respective research methods.

Outline of Dissertation Chapters
The chapters of this dissertation consist of articles from individual studies that can be
read as such. In a consecutive manner, each study provides a contribution to investigating the
overall research question of this dissertation: To what extent do values play a role in the
production, content, media coverage and impact of international political speeches? Each
chapter will focus on values at individual components of the communication process (see
Table 0.2)

8
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As the dissertation focuses only on one type of speech (i.e., international political
speeches), therefore, this allows for the reoccurrence of the following themes in each chapter:
values, tone, and the notion of developed and developing countries (see Figure 0.2). Due to
this designed inter-relation, findings from earlier chapters will contribute to the formulation of
hypotheses and/or research questions in the subsequent chapters.

Values in International Political Speeches
Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Speech
Production

Speech
Content

Media
Coverage

Impact

Values
Tone
Developed and Developing Countries

Figure 0.2: Inter-relation of Dissertation Chapters
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Table 0.2: Overview of the Dissertation Setup
Chapter Components

Research Questions

Research Method

1

Production

To what extent do the audiences’
demographics, the speechwriters’ and the
organization’s values contribute towards the
inclusion of values in political speeches
written for audiences of developed and
developing countries?

Interviews

2

Content

To what extent are there similarities or
differences in the use of values between
international political speeches from developed
and developing countries?

Speech content
analysis

3

Media Coverage

To what extent are there similarities or
differences in the values extracted from
international political speeches for news
reporting and how are they depicted by
journalists of developed and developing
countries?

Media coverage
analysis

4

Impact

To what extent do values play a role in
affecting citizens’ political attitudes when
exposed to different news frames and message
sources?

Experiment

Chapter 1: Speech Production
Values in U.N. Speeches: Understanding the Speechwriters’ Perspectives
Previous studies on political speeches focused on a variety of different angles (e.g.,
challenges in speechwriting, (Bruss & Lawrence, 2010); contribution of political speeches to
the field of rhetorical studies (Medhurst, 1987; Vaughn and Villalobos, 2006). However, these
studies did not look into the contributing factors in political speechwriting, and especially not
in terms of value inclusion. Therefore, to fill this gap in research and to help answer the main
question of this dissertation, in the first chapter, we aim to investigate values included in the
process of political speechwriting. More specifically, it aims to investigate factors that
contribute towards the inclusion of values in political speeches written for the delivery of UN
representatives to audiences of developed and developing countries. In light of answering the
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main research question of the dissertation, findings from this chapter will provide us with
some information on values in the production of international political speeches.
Although there may be numerous important factors, but, we will look into three main
factors which we believe play the most vital role. They are: audiences’ demographics and
their country of origin, the speechwriters’ values, and the organization’s values. Knowing the
extent to which each of these factors influences the writing of the political speeches is
important because it uncovers the contributors of international public opinion.
To achieve the aim of this chapter, in depth semi-structured interviews with
speechwriters will be conducted. In preparation of this, we will first create an interview guide
that contains a list of questions following a structure that is flexible enough to allow for open
questions and follow up inquiries (Berg, 1989). Although the wording and sequence of the
questions are standardized for all speechwriters to allow for reliable comparisons (Gordon,
1975), but, there is still sufficient flexibility within the pre-set questions to accommodate the
personal stories or extra information provided by them. This flexibility should also encourage
exploration of the speechwriters’ perceptions and opinions regarding complex issues
(Barriball & While, 1994) such as values and cultural differences.
The in-depth semi-structured interviews will be conducted on speechwriters from the
United Nations Headquarters (UNHQ) in New York because this is a very international
organization which consists of staff members from all over the world. This makes it possible
to find speechwriters from developed and developing countries who write speeches for
international audiences.
After we discover the extent to which the three factors contribute towards value
inclusion in political speeches, we next focus on the values present in political speeches.

Chapter 2: Speech Content
More Different Than Similar: Values in Political Speeches of Leaders from Developed and
Developing Countries
There are generally very few studies conducted on values in political speeches. To fill
this gap in research, and to help answer the main research question in this dissertation, in the
second chapter, we aim to investigate the presence of values in political speeches and also

11
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make the differentiation between those delivered by leaders of developed and developing
countries. This differentiation is important because as we previously mentioned, the types of
values which people appreciate differ between cultures. In light of answering the main
research question of the dissertation, findings from this chapter will provide us with some
information on values in the content of international political speeches.
To achieve the main aim of this chapter, a content analysis on political speeches of
leaders from developed and developing countries will be conducted. This research method
enables the transformation of qualitative information (such as political texts) into quantitative
information such as category frequencies and identifying specified characteristics of the text
(e.g., the frequency that a specific value if present in the political text and the tone attached to
this value whenever it is present) (Krippendorff, 2009; Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 1998)
The content analysis will be conducted on political speeches delivered at various
different occasions (e.g., symposiums, conferences, and bilateral agreement meetings) in
different parts of the world. These speeches have been chosen because they address
international audiences. Therefore, they play an important role in communicating a country’s
effort to bring about understanding for its nation’s ideas, ideals, culture, national goals and
current policies (Tuch, 1990).
This dissertation proceeds with the next chapter concerning values in the news
coverage of political speeches.

Chapter 3: Media Coverage
Values in the News: Comparing the news coverage of political speeches in developed and
developing countries
Studying values in the news coverage of political speeches in developed and
developing countries is tied to the topic of journalism practices across different cultures.
Previous studies on journalism practices focused on investigations with journalists (e.g.,
interviews [Hanitzsch, 2006] and surveys [Deuze, 2002; Donsbach & Patterson, 2004;
Hanitzsch et al., 2011]). There are only a few that examine the values highlighted in the
content of the news articles written by journalists which may be telling of the journalism
practices in different parts of the world. To bridge this research gap and to help answer the
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main research question of this dissertation, in the third chapter, we aim to investigate the type
of values extracted from political speeches that are reported in the news and how they are
depicted by journalists of developed and developing countries. The former part of this aim is
important because the extracted values, just like values found in the speeches themselves are
indicative of the values held by the entities that the political leaders represent. Meanwhile, the
latter part of the aim gives us an insight into the extent citizens from different parts of the
world are exposed to similar values and interpretations of an issue.
Knowing the type of values which receive media coverage and how the journalists
depict them is vital because citizens do not usually listen to an entire speech. Values that they
are exposed to are selected by journalists. This provides us with some information on the
extent to which values play a role in the media coverage of international political speeches.
A content analysis on the news coverage of political speeches will be conducted to
achieve the aims of this chapter. The first aim (the types of values), will be addressed by the
extraction of values and the second aim (the depiction of values by journalists) will be
addressed by the identification of tone that the journalists use to express those values.
The content analysis of political speeches will be conducted on the news coverage of speeches
delivered at the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA). Speeches at the UNGA are
delivered annually by heads of states (or their representatives) of member states from both
developed and developing countries to international audiences. The international nature of the
speeches and the ample amounts of news coverage gained through this annual affair makes it
highly suitable for the aim of this chapter and this dissertation.
From knowing the factors involved in the inclusion of values in political speeches, to
the values actually present in them as well as their news coverage, this dissertation proceeds
to investigate the extent to which values play a role in influencing citizens’ political attitude
when exposed to different news frames and sources in the media.

13
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Chapter 4: Impact
The moderating role of values: An investigation of news frames and speech sources on
political attitudes
Previous studies have shown that values play a central function in peoples’ lives
(Schwartz, 1992). Therefore, they are expected to guide citizens’ interpretation of political
information that they receive from the media. Although the effects of values in combination
with media effects have received some research attention (see Shen & Edwards, 2005), but,
relatively little is known on the interaction of values with other factors in affecting political
attitudes. To fill this gap in research, and to help answer the main research question of this
dissertation, in the fourth chapter, we investigate the effect of news frames and message
sources on political attitudes when moderated by values. More specifically, we will test the
effects on citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants when the news coverage of a political speech
is framed in different ways, when the speech source is foreign or domestic, and when different
levels of importance are placed on values. In light of answering the main research question of
the dissertation, findings from this chapter will provide us with some information on the
extent to which values in the news coverage of international political speeches affect citizens’
political attitudes.
To achieve the aim of this study, we will conduct an experiment because it enables the
manipulation of the independent variables (i.e., news frames and speech sources) and allows
us to observe the outcome (i.e., citizens’ attitude towards immigrants) (Shadish, Cook, &
Campbell, 2002). The experiment design will be a 2 (news frame: episodic and thematic) X 2
(speech source: domestic vs. foreign politician) between-subjects survey experiment which
will result in four experimental conditions (episodic domestic, episodic foreign, thematic
domestic, and thematic foreign). The stimulus in the experimental conditions will be different
versions of news coverage of a political speech concerning the cultural practices of
immigrants in a host country. The experimental stimulus will be created rather than selected
to minimize any bias which may occur if existing politicians, speeches, and events are used.

14
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Relevance of the Dissertation
Considering the large scale of influence that international political speeches may have
on the people and the political climate of different countries, it is rather surprising that till
date, not much is known about the production, content, media coverage, and impact of these
speeches. With the primary focus on the role of values, this dissertation attempts to fill in this
void. Each of the four chapters will contribute to the knowledge on the role of values in the
individual elements in the communication process. The chapters will collectively show the
importance of values from the beginning of the speechwriting process to the time they reach
the public and affects their behavior. This research path has not yet been explored by previous
scholars. From this, we can expect to contribute a fair deal to several research fields and areas.
Given our emphasis on elements in the communication process, the chapters in this
dissertation will provide useful insights primarily to the field of communication science.
Within this field, the findings will enrich the research areas of political communication,
speech communication (chapters 1 and 2), intercultural communication, organizational
communication (chapter 1), journalism (chapter 3), and media effects (chapter 4).
The last section of this dissertation is the conclusion. This section presents an
overview of the results obtained in each of the chapters and how they collectively contribute
to answering the main research question of this dissertation. In the conclusion section, the
limitations of the four studies as well as the implications for further studies are also discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
___________________________________________________________________________
Values in U.N. Speeches: Understanding the Speechwriters’ Perspectives

This article has been accepted for publication in the International Communication Gazette.

Abstract
The presence of values in politically charged speeches delivered by mediating organizations
such as the United Nations (UN) contributes towards the attainment of world peace. This
study investigated factors that contribute towards the inclusion of values in political speeches
written for the delivery of UN representatives to audiences of developed and developing
countries. Semi structured interviews were conducted on 13 current and former, full time and
part time speechwriters at the UN headquarters in New York. We found the UN’s values to be
the most important factor, followed by the audiences’ demographics, audiences’ country of
origin (i.e., developed or developing countries), and finally, the speechwriters’ values.
Additionally, we found more similarities than differences in terms of the values included into
speeches written for audiences of developed and developing countries. However, different
styles were usually used to express the values.
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Introduction
The role of mediating organizations such as the United Nations (UN) is necessary in a world
with conflicts within and between countries. It serves world leaders a platform for peaceful
dialogues (UN at a Glance, 2012). Many politically charged speeches delivered by UN
representatives as well as other world leaders receive extensive media coverage. In
Communication Studies, there is generally ample research focusing on the effect of media
towards public opinion (see Donsbach & Traugott, 2008). However, there is scarce literature
concerning factors that contribute towards the crafting of political messages that receives
media coverage.
To bridge this research gap, we aim to investigate factors that contribute towards the
inclusion of values in political speeches written for the delivery of UN representatives to
audiences of developed and developing countries. We contend that there are many factors
involved, but, in this study, we look into those that we believe play the key role: The
audiences, the speechwriters, and the organization.
Values are a main focus in this study because they shape the motivation of speech
contents. Furthermore, one of the main purposes of the UN is to attain world peace (UN at a
Glance, 2012), which we argue is communicated through the advocacy of values. According
to Schwartz (1992), values are desirable goals people strive to attain because they guide the
evaluation of actions, policies, people, and events. Furthermore, they are at the core of every
culture which can be observed by people through their practices (Hofstede, Neuijen, Ohayv,
& Sanders, 1990).
Culture is another important concept in our study because the UN speeches are
directed toward audiences from various countries with different cultures. There are diverse
ways to define different cultures around the world such as collectivist versus individualistic
(Triandis, 2001; Triandis, McCusker, & Hui, 1990), Eastern versus Western (Sanchez-Burks,
Lee, Choi, Nisbett, Zhao & Koo, 2003). Our study distinguishes different cultures by
comparing those of developed and developing countries. The United Nations Development
Program, Human Development Report’s (2010) index classifies countries into 4 categories:
very high, high, medium, and low human development. We consider countries with very high
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and high human development indexes to be developed countries while those from medium
and low human development indexes to be developing ones.
To achieve our aim, we apply the concept of Schwartz’s (1992) Basic Human Values
(BHV) and Person Organization Fit (P-O fit). The BHV was chosen because it is recognized
by all cultures around the world (Schwartz, 1992; Schwartz, Melech, Lehmann, Burgess,
Harris, & Owens, 2001). Simultaneously, the concept of P-O fit was chosen because scholars
have found that it is a contributing factor towards a person’s eminence in an organization
(Bretz & Judge, 1994; Lauver & Kristof-Brown, 2001). Since speechwriters are advocates for
the ideas of the organization that they work for, we believe that combining Schwartz’s BHV
concept with the P-O fit provides a good platform for understanding the values speechwriters
include into political speeches.
The key contribution of this study is that it is one of the first few that examine the
factors involved in literary efforts of mediating organizations such as the UN towards
attaining world peace using a systematic empirical approach. It also contributes to existing
literature in the following ways: First, studies on speechwriting or speechwriters are usually
conducted on people involved in party politics or Presidential speeches (Bruss & Lawrence,
2010; Medhurst, 1987; Vauhgn & Villalobos, 2006). This is one of the first studies which
investigate the process of speechwriting among UN staff who do not write on party politics,
but on political issues from a UN standpoint. It enables us to better understand the inclusion
of values in political speeches by examining a context specific situation where there is scarce
literature available. Second, previous studies on speechwriting were conducted through the
analysis of one person (Bruss & Lawrence, 2010), one topic (Medhurst, 1987), or one speech
(Vaughn & Villalobos, 2006). This study examines speechwriting through systematic
empirical analysis that is strengthened by analyzing the responses of more than one person.

Value Similarities and Differences
Understanding the nature of values has received much attention from scholars over the
years (e.g., Morris, 1956; Allport, Vernon, & Lindzey, 1960; Kluckhohn & Strodtbeck, 1961;
Rokeach, 1973). Most of these studies faced the problem of classifying the contents of values.
Rokeach (1973) was one of the first to define the contents of values and his value survey was
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widely used for measuring personal and social values. The selection of his values was said to
be an intuitive one. Building upon previous research, Schwartz addressed the problem. His
concept of values is based on quantitative empirical research which posits that there are ten
values which are recognized by all cultures around the world (Schwartz 1992; Schwartz,
Melech, Lehmann, Burgess, Harris, & Owens, 2001). They are: Power, achievement,
hedonism, stimulation, self-direction, universalism, benevolence, tradition, conformity, and
security.1 These values have been applied to test diverse groups such as between religious
affiliations and political orientations (Devos, Spini, & Schwartz, 2002), cultural groups of
developed and developing countries (Waheed, Schuck, de Vreese, & Neijens, 2011).
Schwartz and Bardi (1997) found value differences in their study between Eastern and
western European countries. Although the countries were geographically close to one another,
the different political systems and level of development resulted in different value priorities.
One of their findings instigated that countries which were under communist regimes were
more likely to attribute importance toward values concerning conservatism and hierarchy.
Later, Schwartz and Bardi (2001) conducted another study in 13 nations and found a
widespread consensus regarding the hierarchical order of values. “Benevolence”, “selfdirection”, and “universalism” were most important. While “power”, “tradition”, and
“stimulation” were least important. They posit that the value similarity implies the existence
of basic, knowable principles in human societies.
A more recent study concerning values in speeches of leaders from developed and
developing countries found that there were more differences than similarities in the usage of
values (Waheed et al., 2011). Although it was found that “benevolence,” “universalism,”
“stimulation,” “self-direction,” and “achievement” were most present in all speeches,
“universalism” and “benevolence” were most present in speeches from developed countries,
while “stimulation” and “self-direction” in speeches from developing countries. Besides that,
speeches also differed in terms of tones attached to words expressing the values.
Given the varied findings, it remains unclear whether nations around the world hold
similar or different values. Our study will not focus on the presence or absence of each value.
Instead, we focus on the perception of the UN speechwriters toward the general similarities or
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differences in the values included into the political speeches that are written for different
audiences. Our research questions read:

RQ1: Are there differences in the values included into the UN political speeches that
are written for audiences of developed and developing countries?
RQ2: Are there differences in the style used to express those values included in the UN
political speeches that are written for audiences of developed and developing
countries?

According to Grice and Skinner (2007), in public speaking, it is important to analyze
specific situations such as the type of audience, occasion, physical environment, time, etc. We
believe that their proposition can be linked to the types of values which are included in a
speech due to different demographics of the audiences. For instance, the type of audience who
are present for an event in a Zimbabwean village to learn more about the importance of clean
water is expected to be different from those who attend an event on women’s rights at the UN
headquarters (UNHQ) in New York. Hence, we pose the following research question:

RQ3: To what extent do the audiences’ demographics affect the values included into
political speeches?

Value Fit in the Organizational Context
Besides the audiences, understanding the values held by the speechwriters and how
they relate to the values of the organization could also be insightful for studying value
inclusion in the speeches he or she writes. People usually feel strongly about their values and
defend them in various ways including emotional reactions when their values are fulfilled,
challenged, or frustrated (Rokeach, 1973, 1979). Considering the central function of values in
people’s lives, we are inclined to think that it transcend into all areas of life, including their
career. Feather (1990, 1992) asserts that the strength of a person’s values may determine the
amount of effort and the length of time he or she puts into an activity. If the cultural values of
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a person are congruent with those of the organization they work for, then the performance of
that organization should be greatly enhanced (Boxx, Odom, & Dunn, 1991).
The compatibility between a person’s and an organization’s values can be explained
by the concept of Person-Organization fit (P-O fit). The P-O fit plays a role in how people
choose organizations (Saks & Ashforth, 1997) and how employers choose applicants (KristofBrown, 2000). Once in the organization, the P-O fit has been found to be positively related to
people’s job satisfaction, organizational commitment (Lauver & Kristof-Brown, 2001) and
career success (Bretz & Judge, 1994). According to Kristof (1996), it occurs when the
organization and the individual contribute to the fulfillment of needs of the other or the
organization and the individual share similar characteristics.
Based on previous research, we consider speechwriters to share similar values with the
organization they work for. In addition, since speechwriters have the responsibility of
advocating the values of their organization to the masses, it is inevitable for them to have
perceived identification with the organization and its causes. Thus, in this study,
speechwriters should hold similar values to the UN regardless of their different cultural
backgrounds. Considering the fusion of values between the speechwriters and the
organization, we then question to what extent they influence the inclusion of values in
political speeches. Therefore, our research question reads:

RQ4: To what extent do the speechwriters’ and the UN’s values affect the inclusion of
values in political speeches?

Method
Sample
To investigate the research questions, we interviewed speechwriters at the UN
headquarters (UNHQ) in New York. The UNHQ is a very international organization which
consists of staff members from all over the world. This made it possible to find speechwriters
from various cultural backgrounds who write speeches for audiences from developed and
developing countries. Furthermore, this sample of speechwriters writes English language
speeches on political issues.
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At the UNHQ, there are both full time and part time speechwriters. Full time
speechwriters work at the speechwriting unit at the office of the Secretary General. Their
main responsibility is to write speeches for the Secretary General (SG) and Deputy Secretary
General (DSG). Part time speechwriters work at various different departments (e.g.,
Department of Public Affairs (DPA), Department of Public Information (DPI). They produce
anything from main points and speech drafts for full time speechwriters, to full speeches for
the Under Secretary Generals (USG) or their immediate bosses. Part time speechwriters are
responsible for various other tasks besides speechwriting in their departments (e.g., event
management, advising). In this study, we do not make a distinction between the responses of
part time and full time speechwriters.

Procedure
In depth semi structured interviews were conducted at the UNHQ between September
and November 2010. This structure was chosen because it allowed sufficient flexibility within
the pre-set questions. An interview guide was designed along the lines of our research
questions with Schwartz’s (1992) concept of values as a guideline (see Appendix 1).
Following an initial contact with a speechwriter, snowball sampling permitted us to
interview 13 former and current speechwriters. Seven of them were from developed countries
and six from developing ones. The length of the interviews ranged from 27 to 65 minutes (see
Table 1.1).
Prior to the interviews, speechwriters were informed regarding the nature of this study.
More specifically, they were informed that the interview would consist of questions
concerning four main areas: their personal values, the process of speechwriting, challenges
faced as a speechwriter, and writing adaptation according to different audiences. The preinterview information was relayed via e-mail.
In the interview, questions pertaining to personal values were phrased as “your
guiding principle in life” and “goals that you would like to achieve in life”. The formulation
of these phrases was adapted from Schwartz’s (1994) definition of values where he defined
them as desirable trans situational goals varying in importance that serve as guiding principles
in the life of a person or other social entity. The list of BHV was never mentioned before or
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during the interview. This was to prevent any priming effect that may influence the
interviewees’ responses on this topic.
Table 1.1: List of Speechwriters
___________________________________________________________________________
Case
Country of origin
Capacity as speechwriter
Length of interview
___________________________________________________________________________
Speechwriter 1
Developed
Current-part time
32 min. 31 sec.
Speechwriter 2
Developed
Former-full time
47 min. 20 sec.
Speechwriter 3
Developed
Former-part time
65 min. 28 sec.
Speechwriter 4
Developed
Current-full time
27 min. 36 sec.
Speechwriter 5
Developed
Current-full time
42 min. 6 sec.
Speechwriter 6
Developed
Former-part time
47 min. 7 sec.
Speechwriter 7
Developed
Current-full time
43 min. 6 sec.
Speechwriter 8
Developing
Former-full time
37 min. 20 sec.
Speechwriter 9
Developing
Current-part time
31 min. 51 sec.
Speechwriter 10
Developing
Current-part time
61 min. 36 sec.
Speechwriter 11
Developing
Current-part time
54 min. 0 sec.
Speechwriter 12
Developing
Current-part time
35 min. 46 sec.
Speechwriter 13
Developing
Current-part time
57 min. 55 sec.
___________________________________________________________________________
Data analysis
Interviews were first recorded, and then fully transcribed. Next, a coding agenda for
qualitative analysis was created according to a structure suggested by Mayring (2000) (see
Appendix 2 for the excerpt). The coding agenda contained explicit categories, sub categories,
definitions, examples, and coding rules. Some categories and sub categories were created
deductively. This means that they were created and defined by using research questions as
guidelines before commencing in-depth analysis of the transcripts (Fereday & Muir-Cochrain,
2006). For example, we expected that the responses to our question on the process of
speechwriting would be an important theme that would be highly relevant to answering the
research questions. Therefore, we created a category called ‘the process of speechwriting’.
Following this, we brainstormed on other themes that would be relevant to this category such
as ‘steps of speechwriting’, ‘governing factors’, etc. These related themes were considered the
sub categories.
In this study, some categories were also created inductively. This means that they were
generated through careful reading and re-reading of the data to identify emerging themes that
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can be categories for analysis (Rice & Ezzy, 1999). For example, after examining the
transcripts, we found the theme ‘voice of speech giver’ to be dominant whenever the
speechwriters explained about the ‘process of speechwriting’. Therefore, we added this as a
subcategory.
After the coding agenda was created, the transcribed text was imported into the
qualitative data analysis software package MaxQDA and the codes were entered into the
program following the categories and sub categories in the coding scheme. Subsequently, the
coding was conducted. This means that segments of texts were extracted according to their
applicability of fulfilling the research questions. This was the standard coding procedure for
all of the categories except one.
The category ‘values’ was an exception because it required the transformation of
relevant responses into the Schwartz’s (1992) values. For this category, the first step was to
identify responses which consisted of the interviewees’ personal goals, values, beliefs,
principles. Next, the coder had to identify the Schwartz’s values in their responses (see
appendix 2, category number 4.1). Through this procedure, we were able to see which values
are held by the speechwriters and discover any differences that may exist.

Results
The speechwriters are not labeled by names, but by numbers in order to maintain their
anonymity. Speechwriters 1 to 7 are from developed countries, while speechwriters 8 to 13
are from developing countries.

Value Similarities and Differences
RQ1 asked whether there are differences in the values included into the UN political
speeches that are written for audiences of developed and developing countries. We found that
the most popular response from speechwriters was “The values included into political
speeches for audiences of developed and developing countries were similar to one another”.
Speechwriter 9 said, “The values would be the same, which is to promote development and
better lives”. This was attributed to the UN’s purpose of carrying a standardized global
message to bring about agreement between countries. Speechwriter 7 offered the explanation
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that “The UN makes a universal appeal for commonality, cooperation, mutual understanding
so you can’t say one thing to one audience and another thing to another”. “Even when
advocating a certain stance, the UN is claimed to always maintain its neutrality when doing
so” (speechwriter 13).
However, some speechwriters provided responses that were the complete opposite.
This smaller group of speechwriters believed that there are large differences between the two
types of countries in terms of values that are inserted in the speeches. “There is 100%
difference when writing for an audience from a developed country compared to a developing
country” (speechwriter 12). This group of speechwriters advocated that the differences were
caused with the need to empathize with the audience of where the speech is delivered.
“Developed countries have different values and things they hold dear. If you talk about
poverty in a developed world, it’s going to be different from the developing world because the
poor people know it in a very real sense” (speechwriter 11).
Based on these responses, the answer to RQ1 is: There are both similarities and
differences in the values included into the UN political speeches written for audiences of
developed and developing countries. However, it is a more popular notion among the
speechwriters that there are more similarities than differences.

Value Expression
RQ2 asked whether there are differences in the style used to express those values
included in the UN political speeches that are written for audiences of developed and
developing countries. Many speechwriters stated that it is necessary to understand a certain
cultural group’s preferences when writing a speech. For instance, speechwriter 8 stated that,
“The cultural context would differ and would ideally be biased towards both the country’s
history and personalities”. In a half joking manner, speechwriter 6 explained cultural
differences and their sensitivities by saying, “Tooting your own horn is good in one culture,
but it’s frowned upon elsewhere”.
Some speechwriters also provided explanations of differences in detail. For example,
speechwriter 6 said,
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I think it’s very apparent if you go to a very different culture, let’s say in Asia, that
certain things mean a lot to the audience. Like humility, quietness, not so much of a
competitive spirit. I think it will be very awkward if you come with a ‘gung ho’ kind
of attitude when they are in a very different set up.

Speechwriter 13 explicitly mentioned that different cultures appreciate different techniques of
writing. This speechwriter further elaborates, “When the USG is addressing an African
audience, I will use language that will excite solidarity (…) If I was writing for a European or
American audience, it tends to be more sanitized, direct, more to the point” (speechwriter 13).
Despite the general agreement on the differences in the style used to express the
values, some speechwriters also clarified that the differences should not be too big.
Speechwriter 7 said, “We carry a universal message, so, too much tailoring (…) it (the
speech) doesn’t stand up politically or intellectually”. Similarly, speechwriter 4 noted, “I think
we are usually aiming for a world audience, so it shouldn’t make a big difference. But we
usually try to include reference to the location when we write”.
The collective responses from the speechwriters indicate that the answer to RQ 2 is:
Generally, there are differences in the style used to express those values included in the UN
political speeches that are written for audiences of developed and developing countries.
However, the differences should not be too large in order to preserve the universal message of
the UN.

Value Expression and Value Presence
There is reason to believe that the differences in the style that values are expressed in
the political speeches may affect the values itself. For example, referring to the statement of
speechwriter 13, “When the USG is addressing an African audience, I will use language that
will excite solidarity (…) If I was writing for a European or American audience, it tends to be
more sanitized, direct, more to the point”. The two speeches may very well have the same
motivation (e.g., educating the audience on the dangers of HIV). However, exciting an
audience to invoke solidarity (e.g., by providing cultural examples that are relatable to the
audience) already launches a different set of values compared to a more clinical approach. In
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this example, using culture specific examples can be related to values such as tradition and
conformity. Meanwhile, the more clinical approach does not necessarily relate to those same
values. Here is another example: Speechwriter 7 who first stated that “There isn’t much of a
difference between writing for developed and developing countries” also say:

There are different angles to a story (…) In a developed country, we would say why
it’s important to care about poor people. For developing countries we’re going to
signal to them that we know that the international trading system is rigged by the
powerful countries.

The different angle may alter the values in the message relayed. In this example,
talking about the importance of helping poor people can be related to values such as
universalism and benevolence. Meanwhile, the latter part of this statement relates to the value
of power. By this, we bring attention to the inevitability of different styles of values
expression to affect the values included into political speeches tailored for delivery to
audiences of developed and developing countries. Consequently, this questions the validity of
the responses from majority of speechwriters who stated that values are similar when writing
for speeches for the audiences of the two types of cultures.

Audiences’ Demographics
RQ3 asked to what extent the audiences’ demographics affect the values included into
political speeches. Some speechwriters say that knowing the event scenario is important
before writing the speech. Speechwriter 8 said, “The speech depends on where he (the SG) is
travelling to, which meeting is he addressing, what events are happening in the location of the
UN conference, what UN meeting is taking place, who has given him the honor”. This basic
information is said to provide the understanding of the cultural ambiance, the type of audience
present, and what type of messages that will resonate with them (speechwriter 11). This is in
line with our earlier argument that the audiences’ demographics are a contributing factor
towards the types of values which will be included into the speech.
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Majority of speechwriters mentioned the importance of knowing the audiences’
demographics (e.g., their knowledge levels, sex, economic situation, ethnicity, etc.).
Speechwriter 7 says, “Speechwriting changes from audience to audience (…) A think tank
audience is different than students (…) than NGOs (…) than member states (…) than
diplomats”. This basic information alone is believed to contribute a substantial amount
towards the writing of the speech. Speechwriter 6 noted that “If you have a very clued in
academic audience who have studied the subject, then obviously the tone will be far more
intricate (and vice versa)”.
The demographics of the audience affirms the cultural ambiance of the event which
guides the speechwriter what and how to write. Speechwriter 11 said, “In Australia, we had
indigenous people. So, the issues we touched on were indigenous health because it’s a big
thing there”. Cultural difference can also extend beyond geographical locations. Speechwriter
11 also made it pronounced that the message would also be different between other cultural
groups such as one that is more predominantly male compared to female, or those from
different income groups.
Offering a different perspective, speechwriter 5 suggests that their writing should be
tailored to as wide a demographic group as possible. “You always have two audiences (…)
whoever is in the room (…) and the global audience. We try not to write something that won’t
be understood by the broadest possible audience.”
Interestingly, one speechwriter instigates that the audiences’ demographics are a
bigger contributing factor toward the inclusion of values into speeches that the audiences’
country of origin (i.e., developed or developing).

It has nothing to do with rich or poor countries (…) If we are writing for an audience
of think tanks, we would be telling them to give assistance. If we’re talking to
audience from receiving countries, we’ll talk about policy (speechwriter 1).

In sum, our answer to RQ3 is: The audiences’ demographics are an important
contributing factor towards the inclusion of values in political speeches. It was even suggested
that it is more important than the audiences’ country of origin.
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Organization’s and Speechwriters’ Values
RQ4 asked to what extent the speechwriters’ and the UN’s values affect the inclusion
of values in political speeches. Our finding supports the earlier assumption made that
speechwriters hold similar values to the UN regardless of their different cultural backgrounds.
Almost all the speechwriters believe that their personal values are the same as those of the
UN’s. According to speechwriter 13, “There’s a bleeding of the personal and the
professional”. “People may bring their own personal values because of their cultural
background, but there is an underlying agreement” (speechwriter 11). In addition, most of
them also believe that their values are generally in agreement with the speech giver’s values.
“You may like or dislike a person, but the values are not completely different when it comes
to the speech” (speechwriter 1).
To further understand the type of values meant by the speechwriters, we looked into
their responses concerning their personal values. Most of them placed importance in the
values of achievement, universalism, benevolence, and tradition. The value of achievement
was most often related to their career. Due to being an employee of the UN, this was usually
related to doing good for others and the world. Hence, the value of achievement was
inevitably linked to the values of benevolence and universalism.

My main goal in life is to teach someone else to do something better, whether it is to
become a better journalist, to become a better writer and if I’m able to do that, that’s
an achievement, that is success for me (speechwriter 11).

Meanwhile, the value of tradition was usually related to family. “I want to be a good
husband, I want to be a good father” (speechwriter 7). “I’d like to have family and kids”
(speechwriter 9). In general, we found no polarization in the values held by speechwriters
from both developed and developing countries.

Speechwriters and the inclusion of their values. Speechwriting involves many
different people from the time a directive is issued to produce a speech till the time it is
delivered to the audience. To understand the extent to which the speechwriter plays a role in
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this process and is able to include their own values in the process, we have to understand the
larger picture of how the speeches are produced. “The nature of the job is like an assembly
line (…) so the nature of the job is also very collaborative” (speechwriter 7). Through the
interviews, it was clear that there are several identifiable steps in the process of speechwriting:
Information gathering, writing, and editing. Each step involved other people besides the
speechwriters.

Information gathering. Speechwriters at the UN have to produce speeches on a wide
range of topics (e.g., trade, debt, transfer of technology, maternal mortality, etc.). As it is quite
impossible for anyone to be an expert in all these topics, the speechwriters frequently seek
information from other UN staff of substantive offices depending on the topic of the speech
and the offices’ area of expertise (e.g., Economic and Social Commission for Asia pacific for
speeches in Thailand). “It’s regularly done at the UN that you ask substantive areas to give
you a one page of all the points they want included in a speech” (speechwriter 6). In addition
to this, some speechwriters do some research themselves. Speechwriter 12 says “I will
research myself about the conference, and then I get a sense of what the issues are”.
Speechwriter 11, who works with speechwriter 12 also stated, “I always like to look at
commentaries from ordinary people to see what they’re saying (about an issue)”. A couple of
speechwriters also indicated that brain storming with other colleagues sometimes occur in this
step. “In cases where the SG delivers a speech in different places and organizations, we gather
people in a room and ask ‘what should we say? What’s on everybody’s mind right
now?’”(speechwriter 7).

Writing and editing. Once sufficient information has been gathered and consolidated,
the writing takes place. When the writing is completed, the speechwriter will send the draft to
other UN staff members for a review. Most speechwriters send the draft back to the UN staff
who provided them with the input. According to speechwriter 5, speeches written by the full
time speechwriters at the SG’s office would normally have their drafts subjected to internal
peer review (of the speechwriting unit). After they receive the comments, they come up with
the final draft which will then be submitted to the SG for his review.
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In sum, although there are other people involved in the speechwriting process, but, the
responsibility of the speechwriter is one of the largest. The speechwriter is not only a writer,
but also a manager. His or her role include gathering information from substantive officers,
conducting own research on the topic, writing the speech, incorporating the speech giver’s
voice in the speech, gathering comments and suggestions, and re-packaging the speech for
delivery. Therefore, we believe that there is a high possibility for their own values to be
included into the political speeches at any point of this process.

The UN and the inclusion of its values. Most speechwriters believe that the UN has
universal values which are agreeable to anyone. Speechwriter 7 says, “It’s hard not to have
UN values. Look at what we’re talking about. Mutual respect, equal rights, human dignity,
tolerance, I mean no one can argue with those values”. This causes us to believe that such an
organization would have their values upheld in their charter, policies, principles, etc. After all,
an organization cannot advocate values without incorporating them in all aspects of their
being.
Some speechwriters strongly believe that the organization’s policies are a driving
component in how a speech is written. “It’s the knowledge and familiarity with what the UN
stands for (…) that is what informs the tone and parameters of the speech” (speechwriter 12).
Others say that it is inevitable to have the UN’s policies as a guiding factor. “It’s like second
nature (policies of the organization), you write it, you’re already conforming to those policies
and certain political information” (speechwriter 10). One speechwriter noted that it’s not only
a component, but policy is in fact the content of the speech itself. “I am always writing about
policy (…) that’s 90% of what I write about” (speechwriter 1).
A few also mentioned that besides the UN’s policies, its issues of priority also play a
role in how a speech is shaped. Speechwriter 7says, “Certainly all UN related issues are of
importance to us. But we also came up (by way of consultation with other departments) with
what would be the SG’s priorities in 2010 (…) that serves as a template for the year”.
Speechwriter 13 made an interesting statement when he said that it is the office’s mandate that
is most important of all. “What is most important is the mandate of the office (…) it is to
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advocate and raise challenges facing least developed countries (…) that trumps everything,
my values, or anything else.”
We believe that the UN’s values are projected through all of its features (e.g., policies,
mandates, etc.). Since the speechwriters testified that these features are indeed vital in the
shaping of political speeches, we conclude that the UN’s values play a vital role in the
inclusion of values into political speeches. It was suggested that it is even more vital than any
other factors.
Combining all the responses, our answer to RQ4 is: There is a probability for the
speechwriters’ personal values to be included into the political speeches. However, the UN’s
values are confirmed to be included and were suggested to be the most important contributing
factor of all.

Discussion
The main aim of this study was to investigate the factors involved in the inclusion of values in
political speeches written for the delivery of UN representatives to audiences of developed
and developing countries. Our analysis for RQ1 found that while there were both similarities
and differences in the values included into the UN political speeches written for audiences of
different cultures, there was a popular notion among the speechwriters that there were more
similarities than differences. This is not in line with the findings of Waheed et al. (2011).
Instead, it leaned more towards the finding of Schwartz and Bardi (2001) which implied that
value similarities points towards the existence of basic, knowable principles in human
societies.
Our analysis for RQ2 found that while there were generally differences in the style
used to express those values included in the UN political speeches that are written for
audiences of developed and developing countries, but, the differences should not be too large
in order to preserve the universal message of the UN. The analysis for RQ2 revealed that the
style of value expression may change the values altogether. We find this interesting as
previous studies applying the Schwartz BHV (e.g., Schwartz, 1992; Schwartz et al. 2001;
Schwartz & Bardi, 1997, 2001; Waheed et al., 2011) hardly ever mentioned the vulnerability
of values or the effect of tone on values.
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Our analysis for RQ3 found that the audiences’ demographics are an important
contributing factor towards the inclusion of values in political speeches. This confirms the
need for speechwriters to analyze specific situations such as the type of audience, occasion,
physical environment, time, etc., as advocated by Grice and Skinner (2007). Interestingly, it
was also suggested that knowing the audiences’ demographics is more important than the
audiences’ country of origin (i.e. developed or developing countries). We probably
overestimated the differences of values included into political speeches based on the
audiences’ country of origin and underestimated the fact that while cultural differences play a
role in how speeches are written, there are also similar types of groups of people in every
culture (e.g., there are highly educated people in developed and developing countries, there
are women who fight for equality in both types of countries, etc.). Both differences between
and within cultures contribute toward the inclusion of values in political speeches. In addition,
it is also possible to argue that the audiences’ country of origin could also be considered a
demographic.
Our analysis for RQ4 supports the concept of P-O fit. It was found that speechwriters
do share similar values with the organization they work for regardless of their cultural
backgrounds. This congruency most likely guided how the speechwriters choose the UN, and
vice versa. This supports the finding of Saks and Ashforth (1997) as well as Kristof-Brown
(2000). Also, despite the possibility for the speechwriters’ personal values to be included into
the political speeches, the speechwriters explicitly mentioned that the UN’s values are the
most vital factor in the shaping of political speeches.
Additionally, we find it interesting that although the speechwriters originated from
different cultures, but, their personal values were similar to one another, as well as to the
speech givers’. This could be because the UN staff is composed mostly of cosmopolitans.
Cosmopolitans are members of various communities ranging from local to global (Appiah,
1996). This is a plausible explanation because most if not all of the UN speechwriters have
had the opportunity of travelling extensively on their job which enables them to a more global
oriented world view. Furthermore, they all have worked at the UN (which is possibly not
located in their country of origin) for a substantial amount of time where they have to work
with people from all over the world on a daily basis. Hence, it is highly likely that they
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perceive themselves not only as citizens of their countries of origin, but as citizens of the
world.
In a nutshell, we found that the UN’s values to be the most dominating factor in the
inclusion of values in political speeches. Next in line are the audiences’ demographics,
followed by the audiences’ country of origin. It was implied that the speechwriters’ values
was the least important factor of all (in comparison to the other three factors). In fact, the
inclusion of the speechwriters’ values was not specifically mentioned by the speechwriters.
Instead, many of them stated that they hold the same values as the UN. Based on this and also
on our analysis that speechwriters play large role in the speechwriting process, we speculate
that they have the opportunity to include their own values into the speeches.
Overall, our study has contributed to and expanded on the existing body of knowledge
concerning values and speechwriting in the following ways: First, we explored the factors
involved in the inclusion of values in political speeches written for the delivery of UN
representatives to audiences of developed and developing countries. Our study is one of the
first that does not focus on Presidential speeches or party politics, but on political speeches of
a mediating organization. Second, we found that beyond the typical organizational setting, the
concept of Schwartz’s (1992) values is also applicable in the context of value inclusion in
political speeches. Third, the results of our analysis are based on empirical analysis with 13
speechwriters which enabled us to observe the effects of organizational fit in a more thorough
manner compared to other studies that used the more popular analysis of one speech, one
speechwriter, or one speech topic. Finally, we were able to identify the factors according to
their level of importance. On a larger scale, our study has informed us on the contributing
factors of value inclusion into political speeches of mediating organizations such as the UN
towards attaining world peace.
Like other studies, this too has a couple of caveats: First, the limited number of
interviews conducted may not be representative of the general population of speechwriters at
the UN. Second, the speechwriters interviewed were not specifically political speechwriters,
but rather speechwriters who write on UN issues which have political consequences. A few
speechwriters cautiously clarified that they do not write for political leaders, but for public
figures who speak on political issues. Therefore, it is important to note that our finding may
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be relevant only for the specific case of the UN and its speechwriters which may not relatable
to other political speechwriters.
More scholarship is required concerning values, speeches, speechwriters, and
speechwriting before concrete conclusions can be made on how values come to be included in
political speeches. In the light of research expansion of this topic, we suggest the following:
First it would be beneficial to interview speechwriters of politicians using the same topic
guide for comparison purposes. Second, a content analysis of values in the news coverage of
political speeches should also be conducted in order study what values interest journalists.
Third, we need to explore the way in which political speeches contribute to forming people’s
opinion on political actors and issues that fuels or connects different perceptions among
different cultures and societies.
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Notes
1

The definition for the ten values by Schwartz and Boehnke (2004): “Power” refers to social

status and prestige, control or dominance over people and resources. “Achievement” refers to
personal success through demonstrating competence according to social standards.
“Hedonism” refers to pleasure or sensuous gratification for oneself. “Stimulation” refers to
excitement, novelty and challenge in life. “Self-Direction” refers to independent thought and
action – choosing, creating, exploring. “Universalism” refers to understanding, appreciation,
tolerance, and protection for the welfare of all people and for nature. “Benevolence” refers to
preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with whom one is in frequent personal
contact. “Tradition” refers to respect, commitment, and acceptance of the customs and ideas
that traditional culture or religion provide. “Conformity” refers to restraint of actions,
inclinations and impulses likely to upset or harm others and violate social expectations or
norms. “Security” refers to safety, harmony, and stability of society, of relationships, and of
self.
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Appendix 1
Table 1.A1: Interview Guide
No

Theme

1.0

General Questions

Guiding Questions

1.1 Self-related

Could you tell me some things about yourself?
(e.g., where are you from, family, education
background).

1.2 Work related

How long have you been a speechwriter?
(in total, at the UN).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.3 Values

•
•
•
•

2.0

Do you have a specific goal which you
strive to achieve in life?
What are your guiding principles in life?
Are some more/less important that
others?
Do you think your principles one way or
the other plays a role in your work (i.e.:
speechwriting)?

People involved in Speechwriting
2.1 Process of speechwriting

Could you please tell us something about the process
of speechwriting?

•
•

46

How/Why
did
you
become
a
speechwriter?
What is the nature of your current job?
What are your main responsibilities?
How much control do you have in what
you do?
Are there strict rules you must obey?
Are you allowed to be creative?
Would you consider this job to be a
flexible one?
What interests you most about
speechwriting?

Who gives out the instruction for you to
write a speech?
Is the content provided or do you come
up with it yourself?
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•
•
•
•
•

2.2 Delivery by Politician

•
•
•

3.0

Do you watch or listen to the politician
reading the speech which you wrote?
Is the speech delivered exactly as written
or do politicians change things?
If there are changes by the politician, is it
usually the content or personal values or
change in words due to speaking style?

Role of Speechwriter

3.1 Extent of Influence

•
•
•

3.2 Challenges

4.0

Are you tempted to add more than what
you actually do write?
Who proof reads the speeches and certify
them fit for delivery?
Are there changes after the proof
reading?
If yes, it is usually because of conflicting
values, style based, content based, or
other reasons?
Do you agree with the changes?
(yes/no…why?)

•

Are you satisfied with the speeches you
write? (if yes/no…why?)
Do they reflect your personal values in
one way or the other? (if yes/no…why?)
What governs your writing the most (e.g.
own values, policies, guidelines, others?)

•
•
•

Do you consider speechwriting a
challenging job?
What are the challenges you face?
How do you overcome them?
Are there conflicts between your own
values and the values which you are
expected to insert into the speeches?

•

Who have you written speeches for?

Writing Adaptation

4.1 Politician
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•
•
•

4.2 Audience

•
•
•
•

5.0
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Others

Who do you currently write for?
Do you perceive yourself to have
different personal values from the
politicians who you write for?
Do you adapt your writing based on who
you write for? (in terms of value, tone,
general style?)
Do the politicians you write for have
different types of audiences? (e.g.
local/international audiences)
Do they deliver speeches in different
locations? (e.g. local/ overseas)
If yes, does this affect the speeches you
write?
Does this effect values which you insert
into the speeches?

Is there anything else you would like to add
pertaining to values in speeches?
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Appendix 2
Table 1.A2: Excerpt of Coding Agenda
Categories

Definition

Examples

Coding Rules

Country of origin, family,
education, perceived cultural
identity.

“I am originally from
Morocco, I went to
university in Guyana, I have
a lower class honors in
Public Relations.”

Explicit reference to
personal background,
excluding previous jobs.

Step 1:
Locate the responses to the
questions what is your goal
in life/ what is your
principle.

“I want to make the word a
better place”

Explicit reference to
personal goals, values,
beliefs, principles. This
includes family goals and/ or
work goals.

1.0 Background
1.1

Personal

4.0 Values
RQ2
4.1

Schwartz’s values in
speechwriter’s personal
values
4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3
4.1.4
4.1.5
4.1.6
4.1.7
4.1.8
4.1.9
4.1.10

Power
Achievement
Hedonism
Stimulation
Self-Direction
Universalism
Benevolence
Tradition
Conformity
Security

Step 2:
Identify Schwartz’s values in
their answer given in the
personal value section.
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6.0 Process of Speechwriting
RQ2
6.1
Steps

The process the speechwriters
go through when producing a
speech. From beginning till
end.

“There’s no specific step
really. It comes as it comes.
Sometimes we receive input
from other offices, sometimes
we seek out info on the
internet. Sometimes I write in
advance, sometimes I write
better at the 11th hour. It all
depends.”

Explicit mention of the
process. They may not
clearly say step 1, 2, or 3.
But in general, a
description of how they
come to produce a speech.

“Writing speeches is like an
assembly line. First, I get the
order, then I get the content
from substantive departments,
then I do additional research
on the internet, and I sit down
and pump it out in a couple of
hours.”
6.2

Governing factors

Factors which play a role in
the crafting of a speech.
Could be UN policy, theme
of event, language flair,
substance received from other
departments on the issue, the
type of audience, etc.
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“The policy of the unit comes Explicit reference to the
above all else. There’s a
governing factors that
reason why we have been
shape the speech.
established as a unit, and we
have to make that into a
message to inform people
about what we do and how we
can help.”
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6.3

Voice

Approaches towards the
production of the speech.
Some are sensitive toward the
voice of the speech giver,
while others personalize the
speech to their own styles.

“I take into account the
speech giver’s voice in a
speech. If the way I am
writing is too aggressive, I
think it's not him at all, so I
must tailor the speech also
according to his voice. It has
to sound like it comes from
him, not someone else’s
words in his mouth.”

Explicit mention of speech
giver’s voice, style,
approach and /or explicit
mention of own personal
style and approach in a
speech.

“Sometimes when people read
or listen to speeches I write,
they’ll come to me and say
oh, that was so you.”
8.0 Audience Adaptation
RQ1
8.1

Variety of audiences

Whether or not the speeches “Oh yes, he delivers
written are delivered to many speeches all over the world.
different types of audiences. Sometimes here in new
York, but also many other
places.”

Explicit references to the
multiple types of audiences.

8.2

Difference in writing for
different audiences

Tailoring the speeches
according to the type of
audiences they have to
address.

Explicit reference to the
tailoring of the speech and
the type of audience. There
should be no comparison
between audiences of
different countries.

“The speeches are delivered
to different types of
audiences. Different in terms
of socio demographic, high
income low income.
Difference in gender, male
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and female. All sorts of
audiences. It all makes a
difference.”
8.3

Difference in writing for
developed or developing
country audiences

Tailoring the speech
according to audiences from
developed and developing
countries.

“It’s not the values because
the content is the same. But
the language is different.”
“There’s no difference. It
shouldn’t be a difference.”
“We highlight issues that are
more pertinent in the specific
countries. Like in Pakistan,
the floods, in Libya, a gentle
warning to the government.”
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Explicit reference to
tailoring speeches for
audiences from developed
and developing countries.
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Abstract
With globalization, the understanding of different values and cultures has become vital. This
study investigates differences and similarities in the use of values of political speeches from
developed and developing countries. A content analysis was conducted on 48 political
speeches of six leaders. Applying the list of Basic Human Values, we found that
“benevolence,” “universalism,” “stimulation,” “self-direction,” and “achievement” were most
present in all speeches. However, “universalism” and “benevolence” were most present in
speeches from developed countries while “stimulation” and “self-direction” in speeches from
developing countries. Speeches also differed in terms of tones attached to words expressing
the values. This study finds that there are more differences than similarities in the use of
values in speeches from developed and developing countries.
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Introduction
Globalization increases the need for countries to cooperate with one another. Therefore,
countries must understand the similarities and differences between cultures. Values and
culture are important topics in communication studies. In fact, they are almost inseparable.
Values are desirable goals people strive to attain (Schwartz, 1992) because they guide the
evaluation of actions, policies, people, and events. They are at the core of every culture which
can be observed by people through their practices (Hofstede, Neuijen, Ohayy, & Sanders,
1990). People of the same culture tend to have similar values (Hofstede, 1983), while people
of different cultures have different values (Barna, 1994).
Developed and developing countries are considered to have different cultures.
Developed countries are economically richer and are associated with individualistic cultures
(Hofstede, 1983; Matsumoto 1990), while developing countries are economically poorer and
are associated with collectivist cultures (Hofstede, 1983). This study aims to discover
differences or similarities in the use of values between political speeches from developed and
developing countries. To achieve this, comparisons will be made using the list of Basic
Human Values (BHV) from Schwartz (1992). The BHV inventory focuses on ten values
which are recognized by all cultures around the world (Schwartz, 1992; Schwartz, Melech,
Lehmann, Burgess, Harris, & Owens, 2001). They are: power, achievement, hedonism,
stimulation, self-direction, universalism, benevolence, tradition, conformity, and security (see
Table 3.1). Previous research implies that some of these values are more typical for developed
countries while others for developing ones (Schwartz & Bardi, 1997; Schwartz & Saggie,
2000).
Previous studies on BHV were conducted in the context of organizations (Schwartz &
Bardi, 1997, 2001; Schwartz & Saggie, 2000). This study contributes to BHV by conducting
it in a different context (i.e., political speeches). Political speeches have been chosen for this
study because most of the time political leaders speak as representatives of governments, or
nations (Schäffner, 1996). Hence, we expect that the values in their speeches reflect the values
of their countries (Kluckhohn, 1951; Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 1992).
This study also contributes to the realm of international relations. Discovering
differences or similarities in the use of values in political speeches from different cultures
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could aid in understanding why countries take certain stances on certain issues. In the long
run, this could guide countries in fostering cooperative relationships or partnerships, which
can be politically, socially, and economically beneficial.

Basic Human Values
The BHV inventory is relevant for the aim of this study because it provides ten values
which are applicable in all countries across the world (see Table 2.1) (Schwartz, 1992).
Having values which are broadly applicable is important for comparing similarities and
differences between countries. Schwartz (1992) organizes the values into a circular
arrangement (see Figure 2.1).
According to Schwartz and Boehnke (2004), the closer any values are to each other in
the circle, the more similar their underlying motivation and vice versa. Therefore, underlying
motivations which are adjacent to one another overlap, but those opposite to one another are
antagonistic. Schwartz (1992, 1994) posits that the ten value types are organized in two
orthogonal bipolar dimensions. Thus, the underlying motivation of values in openness to
change is opposite to conservation and the underlying motivation of values in selftranscendence is opposite to self-enhancement.

Cultural Differences in Values between Developed and Developing Countries
The BHV covers similarities in values between cultures (Schwartz & Bardi, 2001) as
well as differences (Schwartz & Bardi, 1997; Schwartz & Saggie, 2000). Similarities exist
because there are basic value requirements across cultures which explain, coordinate, and
rationalize people’s behavior. Schwartz and Bardi (2001) found a general consensus regarding
the hierarchical order of values between nations. They assert that similarities in values exist
between different cultures because it is human nature to adapt to these values as a way to
maintain functional societies. Schwartz et al. (2001) add that similarities exist because of
universal requirements which all individuals and societies must cope. This means that
consensus between countries can be achieved when people adapt to the same values.
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Table 2.1: Definitions of the 10 Motivational Values

Type of Value
Power

Achievement

Hedonism
Stimulation
Self-Direction

Universalism

Benevolence

Tradition

Conformity

Security

Definition
Social status and prestige, control or dominance over people
and resources (authority, social power, wealth, preserving my
public image).
Personal success through demonstrating competence
according to social standards (ambitious, successful, capable,
influential).
Pleasure or sensuous gratification for oneself (pleasure,
enjoying life, self- indulgent).
Excitement, novelty and challenge, in life (daring, a varied
life, an exciting life).
Independent thought and action – choosing, creating,
exploring (creativity, freedom, independent, choosing own
goals, curious).
Understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection for the
welfare of all people and for nature (equality, social justice,
wisdom, broadminded, protecting the environment, unity with
nature, a world of beauty).
Preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with
whom one is in frequent personal contact (helpful, honest,
forgiving, loyal, responsible).
Respect, commitment, and acceptance of the customs and
ideas that traditional culture or religion provides (devout,
respect for tradition, humble, moderate).
Restraint of actions, inclinations and impulses likely to upset
or harm others and violate social expectations or norms (selfdiscipline, politeness, honoring parents and elders,
obedience).
Safety, harmony, and stability of society, of relationships, and
of self (family security, national security, social order, clean,
reciprocation of favors).

Note: Adapted from “Evaluating the Structure of Human Values with Confirmatory Factor
Analysis,” by S.H. Schwartz, and K. Boehnke, 2004, Journal of Research in Personality, 38,
p.239. Copyright 2003 Elsevier Inc.
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Figure 2.1: Theoretical model of relations among 10 motivational types of values. Adapted
from “Evaluating the Structure of Human Values with Confirmatory Factor Analysis,” by S.
H. Schwartz, and K. Boehnke, 2004, Journal of Research in Personality, 38, p.233. Copyright
2003 Elsevier Inc.

Previous research has stressed that there are differences in cultures between developed
and developing countries (Cox, Lobel, & McLeod, 1991; Hofstede, 1983; Matsumoto, 1990;
Shane, 1993). Schwartz and Bardi (1997) conducted a study between nine Eastern European
and twelve Western European countries. They discovered that there were differences in
priorities of values between the two regions which have different political systems and level
of development (some of these countries had experienced communist rule, while others had
not). Certainly, this does not mean that the cultures of all developed countries are the same, or
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that the cultures of all developing countries are the same. Jaeger (1991) states that although
developing countries have certain characteristics (e.g., high on uncertainty avoidance,
collectivists), these are just overall trends which might not be applicable for every developing
country in every dimension. One could imagine that although both Belgium and Brunei are
high income countries (World Bank, 2008), there are definitely cultural differences between
the two. Similarly, Swaziland and Iraq too would have cultural differences although they are
both low income countries.
Our predictions can be solidified by the findings of Schwartz and Saggie (2000) who
conducted a study concerning value structures and societal consensus across 42 nations. They
discovered that development and democratization correlated positively with the importance of
the underlying motivational values of openness and self-transcendence but negatively with the
importance of conservation and self-enhancement. Based on these findings, we predict:

H1a: Values from the dimensions of openness to change and self-transcendence are
more present in the speeches of political leaders from developed countries compared
to values from other dimensions.
H1b: Values from the dimensions of self-enhancement and conservation are more
present in the speeches of political leaders from developing countries compared to
values from other dimensions.

Since previous research has indicated that developed countries are economically richer
than developing countries (Hofstede, 1983; Matsumoto, 1990), we assume that challenges
faced by the two cultures are different. Due to this, there is a possibility that tones attached to
words expressing the values also differ. Tone refers to attractiveness or aversion of a subject
in a specific context (Feather, 1995). In this study, we equate tone to valence; A dimension of
emotional response that represents positive or negative feelings (Bolls, Lang, & Potter, 2001;
Lang, 1995).
This study tests the differences in tone attached to words expressing values in
speeches between political leaders from developed and developing countries. Shane (1993)
posits that developed nations are more innovative than developing ones. Innovation can be
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associated with the dimension of openness to change (see Table 2.1). In addition, Mahler
(2004) posits that high group incomes benefit from globalization while low group incomes
suffer from it. Globalization can also be linked to the dimension of openness to change.
Bringing these two arguments together, and in line with the predictions made in H1a, it can be
assumed that political leaders from developed countries favor the values in the openness to
change dimension. Hence, we expect that these leaders speak positively about these values.

H2a: Speeches of political leaders from developed countries incorporate values from
the dimension of openness to change in a more positive tone compared to speeches of
political leaders from developing countries.

On the other hand, Hofstede (1983) found that there is a disparity of power between
superiors and subordinates in collectivist cultures. We assume that collectivism is a trait of
developing countries where people tend to generally respect any entity with power. Also,
since developing countries are those with low levels of income, it can be assumed that the
people have a hard time fulfilling their needs. Hence, we assume that they place a lot of
importance on achievement. “Power” and “achievement” are from the dimension of selfenhancement. Based on this reasoning and in line with the predictions of H1b, we expect that
leaders from developing countries speak positively about values from the dimension of selfenhancement.

H2b: Speeches of political leaders from developing countries incorporate values from
the dimension of self-enhancement in a more positive tone compared to speeches of
political leaders from developed countries.

Method
Operationalization
To investigate the hypotheses, political speeches concerning international relations of
six leaders were chosen. Three of the political speeches were of leaders from developed
countries and the other three from developing countries. It is beneficial to use political
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speeches as a material to study values because they play an important role in communicating a
country’s effort to bring about understanding for its nation’s ideas, ideals, culture, national
goals and current policies (Tuch, 1990). Based on the assumption that speeches are like
narratives and discourse, political speeches contain the culture and values of a politician’s
country. This is supported by Van Dijk (1994) who asserts that analyzing discourse is a way
of analyzing culture. Schäffner (1996) adds to this by stating that political speeches are
historically and culturally determined because politicians deliver speeches representative of
governments, or nations.
In order to keep the variables as constant as possible, only speeches of female political
leaders were chosen for this study. There did not seem to be a particular geographic region
which had more female political leaders compared to others (Adler, 1996). Asia, the Middle
East, the Americas, Africa, and Europe all have had female political leaders in the highest
position of their governments. The speeches of the six leaders were of Angela Merkel (current
Chancellor of Germany), Chandrika Kumaratunga (former President of Sri Lanka), Ellen
Johnson Sirleaf (current President of Liberia), Gloria Macapagal Arroyo (former President of
the Philippines), Marry McAleese (current President of Ireland), and Tarja Halonen (current
President of Finland). These leaders were chosen based on two reasons. First, they held or are
holding the most powerful position in their country, which allows their speeches to be
publicly accessible. Second, the thematic scopes of their speeches were comparable
considering their position as heads of the respective countries.
Among the six leaders, three represented developed countries (Germany, Ireland, and
Finland), while the other three represented developing countries (Sri Lanka, Liberia, and the
Philippines). Different international development agencies have different groupings of
countries (Sumner & Tribe 2008). This study uses the World Bank’s grouping to decide
whether a country is either developed or developing. The World Bank (2008), grouped
countries based on GNI per capita.1 Germany, Ireland, and Finland are classified as high
income economies and therefore considered developed countries. Sri Lanka and the
Philippines are classified as lower middle income economies, while Liberia as a low income
economy. Due to this, they are classified as developing countries.
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Sample
A content analysis was conducted on 48 speeches. The speeches were delivered at
various different occasions: symposiums, conferences, summits, forums, assembly for an
association, bilateral agreement meetings, invitational events, and parliamentary speeches.
Also, these speeches were delivered in very diverse locations: France, Germany, Belgium,
Japan, Ethiopia, England, Israel, Nepal, Malaysia, Pakistan, the United States of America,
Bangladesh, China, Spain, Sweden, Egypt, the Philippines, Greece, Laos, Chile, Liberia,
Tanzania, Latvia, Ireland, India, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and Luxembourg.
The first criterion set was for the speeches to be in either in English or readily
translated into English. The second criterion was that the speeches must be delivered after
September 11, 2001. This date was chosen as a cut-off point because there is a possibility that
due to the terrorist attacks in the United States of America, the usage of language and
thematic scope or emphasis would be different when comparing speeches delivered before,
and after this date. The third criterion was that the speeches had to be concerning international
relations and involved at least one other country. Of all the political leaders chosen, the
former President of the Philippines, Gloria Macapagal Arroyo had eight speeches which
fulfilled this criterion. This was less than the other leaders. Therefore, eight speeches were
chosen for each leader to assure comparability. The speeches of the others were chosen
according to length. An average speech contains a rough estimate of 2500 words. Speeches
which were closest to the average length were chosen. Most of the speeches were found on
the leaders’ presidential, prime ministerial, or chancellor website. Some were also retrieved
through Google search.

Procedure
A codebook was developed containing specific guidelines of how to extract specific
information from the speeches. The first part of the codebook described how to extract
general information: name of the female political leader, date and day of when the speech was
delivered, representation of the speech (i.e. who is the female political leader speaking on
behalf of), occasion of the speech (e.g. parliamentary speech, symposium, invitational, etc),
location of where the speech took place, and country most affected by the speech (i.e. which
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entity was the speech directed toward). All these information were found either from the
heading, title, or first few paragraphs of the speech. The general information was written on a
coding sheet.
After filling in the codes regarding the general information, the actual speech was
coded on a number of variables. A speech was first separated into individual sentences.2 Then,
the number of words was counted for each sentence. All words in each sentence were
counted. Some words were separated by a hyphen (-), e.g. twenty-five, secretary-general, etc.
These were counted as two words. Abbreviations were counted as one word, e.g. UN, NATO,
ASEAN, etc. However, when they were mentioned in full, they were counted according to the
exact number of words. E.g. North Atlantic Treaty Organization was counted as four words.
A key variable in the coding of speeches was the presence of values. This was based
on the definition of value in the codebook. Value was defined as 1) something which guides
principles in people’s lives, and 2) aids people to decide what can be considered to be
appropriate behavior. The coding of values was based on individual sentences as an individual
unit of analysis.
A second key variable in the coding of speeches was Schwartz’s (1992) list of ten
values. The coder had to decide which of the values were present in each sentence. This
coding decision was independent of prior knowledge concerning the political leader or the
incidence discussed in the sentence. Each sentence was read twice by the coder. During this
process, the coder refers to the definitions of each value. The definition of each value also
provides a list of single values which are associated with the main value. These single values
were typed into an online thesaurus (www.thesaurus.com) to obtain a wider range of words
which can be associated with the value. All these words were combined into a small booklet
or mini dictionary. If a certain word was listed twice with two or more assigned values, the
coder had to refer to the definition provided in the codebook. If the coder was unable to make
a differentiation, then all the assigned values were coded. If a certain related word was not
listed in the mini dictionary, then a word association was done in order to make a connection
of that particular word with another word in the list.
Tone was also a variable coded in the speeches. In this study, tone referred to the
positivity or negativity of a sentence. This was measured on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being
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very positive, and 5 being very negative. The tone of the sentence was decided from the target
object’s point of view. For example: “The government of Ghana has a lot to improve on based
on last years’ progress report”. The reference point in this case is Ghana. In the case of this
sentence, the tone of the sentence is negative because the government of Ghana has
underperformed.

Inter Coder Reliability
In order to assess the reliability of the coding, an inter coder reliability test was
conducted between the two coders involved in the study. The coders trained extensively
before coding the material for the reliability test. According to Neuendorf (2002), at least ten
percent of the sample must be coded by two or more coders to ensure reliability. For this
study, 6 speeches (12.5% of the overall sample) were coded by both coders. One speech was
selected randomly from each political leader. Inter coder reliability was conducted on tone,
presence of value(s) in a sentence, and on the type of values present.3 According to Landis
and Koch (1977), inter coder reliability should be above .60 (Cohen’s Kappa) to indicate a
substantial agreement. Overall, this study achieved reasonable inter coder reliability scores.
Cohen’s kappa for tone was k = .72 and for presence of value(s) in a sentence was k = .72.
The reliability for each of the ten motivational values ranged from k = .75 for the values of
hedonism and security to k = .61 for the values of self-direction, universalism, benevolence,
and tradition.

Results
Presence of Values
H1a and H1b tests value presence between speeches of leaders from developed and
developing countries. More specifically, H1a predicted that values from the dimensions of
openness to change and self-transcendence are more present in speeches of political leaders
from developed countries compared to values from other dimensions, while H1b predicted
that values from the dimension of self-enhancement and conservation are more present in the
speeches of political leaders from developing countries compared to values from other
dimensions. The results show that the top four values in the speeches from developed
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countries consisting of N = 2,935 values were: benevolence (30.2%), universalism (28.9%),
stimulation (24.2%), and self-direction (22.8%) (see Table 3.2). Referring to the BHV
inventory (see Figure 2.1), “benevolence” and “universalism” are both within the dimension
of self-transcendence, while “stimulation” and “self-direction” are both within the dimension
of openness to change.
The top four values in the speeches from developing countries consisting of N = 2,481
values were: stimulation (29.5%), self-direction (28.4%), benevolence (24.5%), and
universalism (24.1%) (see Table 2.2). Referring to the BHV inventory (see Figure 2.1),
“stimulation” and “self- direction” are both within the dimension of openness to change while
“benevolence” and “universalism” are both within the dimension of self-transcendence.

Table 2.2: Presence of Values in the Speeches of Female Political Leaders from Developed
and Developing Countries.
Values
Benevolence
Universalism
Self-Direction
Stimulation
Hedonism
Achievement
Power
Security
Conformity
Tradition

Developed (%)
N = 2935
30.20
28.90
22.80
24.20
.20
18.70
.60
1.80
1.70
2.90

Developing (%)
N = 2481
24.50
24.10
28.40
29.50
.30
18.20
1.00
5.20
2.50
2.90

Pearson χ2
22.26***
15.49***
21.86***
19.43***
.34
.24
2.17
46.81***
5.02*
.01

Note: The percentages are representative of the frequency that each value is present in the
speeches. For example: “Power” is 0.60% present among all the other values present in the
sentences of developed countries. This means 99.40% of the time, “power” is not present
among all the other values in the sentences of developed countries. * p<.05, *** p < .001.
Although the top four values were the same for both developed and developing
countries, Pearson Chi Square tests showed significant differences. Leaders from developed
countries more frequently used the values of benevolence (30.2% versus 24.50%), χ2(1, N =
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5416) = 22.26, p < .001, and universalism (28.9% versus 24.1%), χ2 (1, N = 5,416) = 15.49, p
< .001. Meanwhile, leaders from developing countries more frequently used the values of
stimulation (29.5% versus 24.2%), χ2 (1, N = 5,416) = 19.43, p < .001, and self-direction
(28.4% versus 22.8%), χ2 (1, N = 5,416) = 21.86, p < .001 (see table 3.2).
Some values were generally less present in the speeches. However, Pearson Chi
Square tests showed significant differences. Leaders from developing countries more
frequently used the values of conformity (2.5% versus 1.7%), χ2 (1, N = 5,416) = 5.02, p<.05,
and security (5.2% versus 1.8%), χ2 (1, N = 5,416) = 46.81, p<.001. Referring to the BHV
inventory (see Figure 3.1) “conformity” and “security” are within the dimension of
conservation.
Overall, results from the analysis show a significant difference in the presence of
values used in speeches of leaders from developed and developing countries. Values from the
dimensions of openness to change and self-transcendence are more present in speeches of
political leaders from developed countries compared to values from other dimensions.
Therefore, H1a was supported. Meanwhile, values from the dimensions of self-enhancement
and conservation were not more present in speeches of political leaders from developing
countries compared to values from other dimensions. Hence, H1b was not supported.

Tones of Values
H2a and H2b tests the tones attached to words expressing the values between speeches
of leaders from developed and developing countries. More specifically, H2a predicted that
speeches of political leaders from developed countries incorporate values from the dimension
of openness to change in a more positive tone compared to speeches of political leaders from
developing countries while H2b predicted that speeches of political leaders from developing
countries incorporate values from the dimension of self-enhancement in a more positive tone
compared to speeches of political leaders from developed countries.
An independent sample t test showed that the tone attached to words expressing “selfdirection” was more positive in speeches from developed countries (M = 1.70, SD = .80)
compared to developing countries (M = 1.58, SD = .96), t(706) = 1.80, p < .10. The result
yielded tentative support for the prediction of H2a. Also, the tone attached to words
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expressing “stimulation” was neutral (both positive and negative tones are present in the
sentence at equal amount) in speeches from developed countries (M = .00, SD = 1.67), and
more negative for speeches from developing countries (M = -.53, SD = 1.63), t(983) = 5.05,p
< .001 (see table 2.3). Overall, H2a was supported.

Table 2.3: Tone for Values in Speeches of Female Political Leaders from Developed and
Developing Countries.
Values
Benevolence
Universalism
Self-Direction
Stimulation
Hedonism
Achievement
Power
Security
Conformity
Tradition

Developed
M
1.72
(.81)
1.83
(.78)
1.70
(.80)
.00
(1.67)
1.33
(1.15)
1.89
(.46)
2.00
(.00)
-.36
(1.75)
2.00
(.00)
1.42
(1.27)

Developing
M
1.57
(1.13)
1.74
(.71)
1.58
(.96)
-.53
(1.63)
2.00
(.00)
1.95
(.29)
1.43
(.98)
.15
(1.64)
1.77
(.81)
1.65
(.92

t

df

.88

82

.62

122

1.82†

706

5.05***

983

-1.00

2

-2.02*

592

1.55

6

-.86

35

1.68

34

-.88

84

Note. N = 2813. Standard deviations appear in parentheses below means. These results are
based on the condition that only one value is present per sentence.
†p<.10, * p<.05, *** p < .001.
The independent t test also showed that the tone attached to words expressing “power”
was more positive in speeches from developed countries (M = 2.00, SD = 1.43) compared to
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developing countries (M = 1.43, SD = .98). However, this difference was not significant, t(6)
= 1.55, p>.05. Therefore, the result was not consistent with the prediction of H2b. The tone
attached to words expressing “achievement” was more positive in speeches from developing
countries (M = 1.95, SD = .29) compared to developed countries (M = 1.89, SD = .46), t(592)
= -2.02, p < .05) (see Table 2.3). This result yielded support for the prediction of H2b.
Overall, H2b was partially supported.

Discussion
This study aimed to discover differences or similarities in the use of values between speeches
of political leaders from developed and developing countries. We discovered that there are
similarities in the value presence of benevolence, universalism, stimulation, self-direction,
and achievement. This supports the study of Schwartz and Bardi (2001), which found that
certain values are consistently more important than others across societies. Therefore,
similarities exist between cultures for certain values because values represent universal
requirements of human existence (Schwartz, 1992; Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987).
Our finding does not support those of Schwartz and Saggie (2000) which states that
development correlates negatively with values in the dimensions of conservation and selfenhancement. In other words, values in these dimensions are typically associated with
developing countries. Instead, we found that values from the dimensions of openness to
change and self-transcendence (values typically for developed countries) were more present in
speeches from developing countries. This could be explained with modernization theory
which claims that as societies industrialize and develop economically, similar institutional
features emerge (Inkeles, 1975; Levy, 1966; Meyer, Boli-Bennet, & Chase Dunn, 1975;
Yang, 1988). Societies become modern by incorporating values from institutions of
industrialized societies into their value systems.
Although there were similarities in the presence of values, their rank order differed.
Values in the dimension of self-transcendence were found to be most present in speeches
from developed countries while values from the dimension of openness to change were most
present in speeches from developing countries. “Security” and “conformity”, both of which
are from the dimension of conservation, were significantly more present in speeches from
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developing countries. This implies that although values from the dimension of conservation
were not used very often in neither developed nor developing countries, they were more
present in speeches from the latter.
As predicted, there were differences in tones attached to words expressing the values.
“Stimulation” was used in a less negative tone in speeches from developed countries. On the
other hand, “achievement” was used in a more positive tone in speeches from developing
countries. A likely explanation for this is, although developed and developing countries are
concerned about cooperation to make their respective regions better places to live in, the
challenges are probably more severe for people in developing countries due to lack of
funding, expertise, etc. (Lustig & Mc Leod, 1997).
The definition of “achievement” implies that the greater the challenge, the greater the
sense of achievement (see Table 2.1). This explains why leaders from developing countries
use “stimulation” in a more negative tone compared to leaders from developed countries.
Developing countries encounter so much hardship (Lustig & Mc Leod, 1997), that many
setbacks are encountered while trying to make improvements, thus, causing them to express
the value of stimulation in a more negative tone.
This study has extended and contributed to the theory of BHV in several ways. First,
this study differs from previous studies because it is based on a content analysis of political
speeches, whereas previous studies used surveys in organizational settings. Thus, Schwartz’s
(1992) BHV can also be applied to a different research method and in a different context.
Second, the presence of values in speeches from developing countries seems to have deviated
from the predictions of previous research. Contrary to expectation, the values in speeches
from developing countries are similar to those from developed countries. This could provide
some interesting insights for BHV. Overall when combining the results (presence of values
and tones of values), this study suggests that while there are both similarities and differences
in values between speeches from developed and developing countries, there are more
differences than similarities.
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Limitations
There were several technical challenges faced during the coding process of this study.
First, due to separating each speech into single sentences in the coding procedure, the contexts
of the sentences were lost. However, this could not be avoided because it would be difficult or
too subjective to come up with a definition of a sentence according to the context of the
sentences. Second, some presidential websites provide speeches which have been translated
from the original language into English. There is a possibility that the meaning of the
sentences were lost in translation. Third, there are certain contexts which were difficult to
code. This includes sentences with humor, sarcasm, criticism, advice, stories from the past,
and rhetorical questions. Fourth, there is an unavoidable subjectivity when coding values in
speeches because there are bound to be differences in coders’ perceptions towards the values
and tones in the sentences. This make values in speeches difficult to code. Furthermore,
guidelines and examples concerning the coding of values in speeches are scarce since most
studies concerning BHV were conducted by using surveys in organizations. Fifth, the theme
of the speeches and the number of speeches found for each political leader were also
limitations to this study. It proved to be a challenge to find speech banks with English
speeches concerning international relations. Finally, the choices of countries might give an
impression that this paper compares values from western and non-western countries instead of
values from developed and developing countries. However, in the grand scheme of things, the
choice of countries is very close replication of the real world. Most (but not all) developed
countries are “western” countries while most (but not all) developing countries are “nonwestern” (see World Bank List of Economies, 2010).
Besides technical challenges, it is also important to note that the N for the values of
power and hedonism were much smaller compared to the N of other values. One possible
explanation to this is that these two values typically have negative connotations to them.
Seeing how the chosen speeches were on international relations, the politicians might have
minimized talking about anything hedonistic or power related. In addition, it is also difficult
to decide whether these values are generally scarce in speeches or just in these 48 speeches.
Their low presence causes inaccuracies when drawing conclusions of whether there are
significant differences in these values between the two cultures.
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Despite the limitations, this present study yields support for BHV. It was found that
there were baseline similarities between speeches from developed and developing countries.
Although there were similarities, cultural differences were also evident. While the notion of
difference supports previous studies on the theory of BHV (Schwartz & Bardi, 1997;
Schwartz & Saggie, 2000), it is not typical for the values in the dimensions of openness to
change and self- transcendence to be most present in speeches from developing countries.
There were also differences in the tone of how certain values were expressed.
There are several ways of expanding this research in the future. First, since it was
difficult to find speech banks in English, in the future a content analysis on political speeches
in other languages should be conducted. Second, it would be better to have more leaders from
different countries for comparison. Third, different themes of speeches such as election
campaign and inauguration speeches would also be interesting to study. Also, it would be
interesting to investigate values that are highlighted in the news coverage of political
speeches. By this, a comparison can be made between the values in speeches and the values in
news coverage of speeches. This can show how journalists select information from political
speeches for news reporting.
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Notes
1

Low income is when the income is US$975 or less, lower middle income is when the income

per capita is between US$976-US$3,855, upper middle income is when the income per capita
is between US$3,856-US$11,905, and high income is when the income per capita is
US$11,906 or more.
2

When separating the sentences, headlines, salutations, numbers (indicating the number of

points, or bullets) were deleted. Sentences in foreign languages were not included for coding.
If more than half of the sentence was in English, and the sentence was still comprehensible,
then the sentence was included for coding. The definition of a sentence for this study was
developed through observation and ‘trial and error’ process experienced by the coder. A
sentence was defined according to the following: 1) a sentence typically begins with a capital
alphabet, and ends with a period (.). 2) If a sentence contains a colon (:), semi colon (;), or a
hyphen (-), then that sentence will be separated after any of the three signs till the period (.). If
these signs appear more than once in a sentence, then the sentence will be separated after
these signs as many times as they appear. For example, “60 years of Israel - 60 years of
magnificent work by people struggling to build a nation under difficult circumstances.”
Although this looks like one long sentence; it is actually two sentences according to this
study’s definition of sentence. Sentence 1 is: “60 years of Israel-” Sentence 2 is: “60 years of
magnificent work by people struggling to build a nation under difficult circumstances.” 3)
The (-) sign is usually used in two instances. The first instance is when it is a substitute of a
colon (:) or a semi colon (;) in which the sentence will have to be separated into two or more
sentences. The second instance is when the dash (-) is used in compound words such as
butter-fly, twenty-five, secretary-general, etc. In this instance, the sentence does not have to
be separated into two or more sentences.
3

The Cohen’s kappa for each of the 10 values is as follow: power, k = .71, achievement, k =

.62, hedonism, k = .75, stimulation = .62, self-direction, k = .61, universalism, k = .61,
benevolence, k = .61, tradition, k = .61, conformity, k = .64, security k = .75.
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Abstract
The presence of values in political speeches and how those values are depicted by journalists
in the news are important factors contributing towards the formation of public opinion. A
content analysis of online news articles from 10 countries spanning a decade was conducted
to investigate these factors and how they differ between developed and developing countries.
Combining the Basic Human Values Model with the concept of journalism practices of
developed and developing countries, we found that although the top four values were the
same for both developed and developing countries, further analysis revealed some significant
differences. We also found significant differences in terms of the tone attached to those values
which imply that although the journalists of developed and developing countries select similar
values, they depict them differently due to the differences in journalism practices in particular
parts of the world.
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Introduction
The exchange of news stories between newspaper companies of different countries is
becoming a normal practice in our increasingly globalized world. While this may cause
exchanges in the promotion of values between nations, it does not imply that the values held
by citizens are standardized across the globe because newspaper companies carefully select
news articles that are compatible with their readers. Reasons for news selection can differ
from one country to another based on a newspaper’s and country’s policies, norms, culture,
etc. Hanusch (2009) suggests that cultural considerations are useful when studying
journalism. This is supported by several scholars who posit that the variety of customs in
different countries is what fuels research concerning different journalism practices (Hanitzsch,
2006; Massey & Chang, 2002; Skjerdal, 2011; Wong, 2004).
There has been a sizeable amount of research concerning journalism practices across
different cultures (e.g., Hanitzsch et al., 2011; Hanusch, 2009). Often, studies related to
journalistic cultures are conducted by way of surveys (Deuze, 2002; Donsbach & Patterson,
2004; Hanitzsch et al., 2011), and interviews (Hanitzsch, 2006). However, there is relatively
little literature which examines the values highlighted in the content of the news articles
written by journalists which may be telling of the journalism practices in different parts of the
world. To bridge this research gap, we aim to investigate two different areas of journalism
practices. First, we will focus on the type of values extracted from political speeches that are
reported in the news by journalists of developed and developing countries. This is an
important area to study because, according to Schäffner (1996, p. 203), political leaders
usually deliver speeches as representative of parties, governments, or possibly even nations.
Therefore, their speeches can be indicative of values held by the entities they represent.
Second, we will study how these extracted values are depicted by journalists of
developed and developing countries. Journalists play an important role in the content that is
published by the media. Should there be different journalism practices in different parts of the
world as advocated by some scholars (e.g., Hanitzsch et al., 2011; Massey & Chang, 2002;
van Dalen et al., 2011), then this may result in different value depictions. This disparity can
give us an insight into the extent citizens from different parts of the world are exposed to
similar interpretations of an issue.
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We do not claim that journalism practice in developed countries is completely
homogenous and that all those in developing countries are as well. However, for the sole
purpose of understanding journalism practices in different parts of the world, we chose to
restrict our definition of culture into the two main dominant classifications of developed and
developing countries.
To achieve our aim, we combine the Basic Human Value (BHV) model with the
concept of journalism practices in developed and developing countries. The BHV inventory
focuses on 10 values which are recognized by all cultures around the world (Schwartz et al.,
2001). They are: power, achievement, hedonism, stimulation, self-direction, universalism,
benevolence, tradition, conformity, and security (see Schwartz & Boehnke, 2004). We also
discuss journalism practices in developed and developing countries to aid us in understanding
any differences that might exist in the depiction of values in the news coverage from these
two cultures.
The key contribution of this study is that it is one of the first to examine journalism
practices between different cultures by applying the BHV. Hoffman and Slater (2007)
explored the BHV to study journalist frames, but they applied it to a national sample of local
(United States) newspapers. The more widely cited studies on BHV were conducted in the
context of organizations via surveys (Schwartz & Bardi, 1997, 2001; Schwartz & Saggie,
2000). Meanwhile, other studies have focused on other related contexts also by way of survey
and/or experimentation. For example, trust in institutions (Devos, Spini, & Schwartz, 2002),
intergroup social motives (Schwartz et al., 1990) and religion (Saroglou & Dupuis, 2006). Our
study, however, is based on a content analysis of values in the news coverage of political
speeches of developed and developing countries. This adds to the diverse list of the Schwartz
value application.
Moreover, this study is different from previous research because it studies journalism
from the angle of the content of news coverage as well as journalism practice. By exploring
these less trodden paths, it sheds light on journalists’ roles that go beyond news reporting.
Besides mirroring politicians’ messages, they also shoulder the responsibility of public
opinion formation.
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The Salience of the Basic Human Values
The BHV was chosen for this study because it is recognized by all cultures around the
world. It posits that there are 10 values which belong to four main dimensions (see Schwartz
& Boehnke, 2004). First is the dimension of self-transcendence. It consists of ‘‘universalism’’
and ‘‘benevolence’’. ‘‘Universalism’’ refers to understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and
protection for the welfare for all people and for nature, while ‘‘benevolence’’ refers to
preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with whom one is in frequent personal
contact. Second is the dimension of openness to change. It consists of ‘‘stimulation’’ and
‘‘self-direction’’. ‘‘Stimulation’’ refers to excitement, novelty and challenge in life while
‘‘self-direction’’ refers to independent thought and action-choosing, creating, and exploring.
Third is the dimension of self-enhancement. It consists of ‘‘power’’ and ‘‘achievement’’.
‘‘Power’’ refers to social status and prestige, control or dominance over people and resources
while ‘‘achievement’’ refers to personal success through demonstrating competence
according to social standards. Fourth is the dimension of conservation. It consists of
‘‘conformity’’, ‘‘tradition’’, and ‘‘security’’. ‘‘Conformity’’ refers to restraint of actions,
inclinations, and impulses likely to upset or harm others and violate social expectations or
norms, ‘‘tradition’’ refers to respect, commitment and acceptance of the customs and ideas
that traditional culture or religion provide, while ‘‘security’’ refers to safety, harmony, and
stability of society and of self. ‘‘Hedonism’’ is the only value which belongs to two
dimensions; openness to change and self-enhancement. This value refers to pleasure and
sensuous gratification for oneself.
Over the years, studies applying the BHV have discerned many interesting findings
which have contributed to the understanding of the world’s cultures. A study by Schwartz and
Saggie (2000) discovered that development in societies was found to increase overall value
consensus while democratization decreases it. Some research found similarities of values in
various countries (Schwartz & Bardi, 2001), while others found differences (Schwartz &
Bardi, 1997).
A more recent study by Waheed, Schuck, de Vreese, and Neijens (2011) (chapter 2)
found that there were more differences than similarities concerning the values in speeches of
political leaders. However, they found that values from the dimensions of openness to change
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and self-enhancement were highly present in political speeches of both developed and
developing countries. Findings from previous studies seem to remain inconclusive. Therefore,
in light of this study’s first aim, we find it important to ask the following research questions:

RQ1a: What values are most present in the news coverage of political speeches of
developed and developing countries?
RQ1b: Are there differences between developed and developing countries in terms of
the values most present in the news coverage of political speeches?

Besides value presence, we are also interested to know if value prominence will differ
between the news coverage of developed and developing countries. Prominence in this
context refers to the time-point in which the values may appear in the news coverage (e.g.,
beginning, middle, and end). Knowing the prominence is important because it gives an idea of
how journalists may choose to report on political speeches. Consequently, this may explain
why citizens of developed and developing countries may or may not be predisposed to certain
values more than others.
According to Connor (1996), the Western process of writing emphasizes the voice of
the individual that leads to directness and explicitness. However, much less is known on the
non-Western process of writing. In terms of journalism, Massey and Chang (2002) posit that
the main central feature in Asian Value Journalism is harmony. Harmony is kept by adhering
to the power of the rulers. The finding of Connor (1996) as well as Massey and Chang (2002)
seem to suggest that there may be differences in writing styles. We explore this notion with a
research question focusing on the value prominence in the news coverage of political
speeches of developed and developing countries:

RQ2: Are there differences between developed and developing countries in terms of
value prominence in the news coverage of political speeches?
Values in Journalism
Professional values in journalism offers an area which has enjoyed considerable
attention from journalism scholars. Studies have found similarities in terms of professional
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values concerning journalism practice, ethical views, editorial procedures and socialization
processes in different countries around the world (Herscovitz, 2004; Mwesige, 2004;
Ramaprasad, 2001; Shoemaker & Cohen, 2006). The journalistic values mostly refer to
objectivity and impartiality.
There are also studies which found differences pertaining to occupational and
professional characteristics as well as role perceptions (Deuze, 2002; Hanitzsch et al., 2011).
According to Papathanassopoulos (2001), despite globalization, countries around the world do
not practice journalism based on a single model. The differences can be partially explained by
Mancini’s (2000) argument which states that journalism is a result of the interaction between
different actors and systems where social structure and context must be taken into account.
We concede that there are various ways of looking at journalism practices (e.g., by
countries, type of journalism, etc.). To achieve the second aim of this study of how journalists
depict values of political speeches in the news coverage of developed and developing
countries, we chose to look into journalism practices in these two cultures.

Journalism practice in developed countries. Our study considers the dominant
qualities of journalists of developed countries to be at par with the Western values of
objectivity, neutrality, and detachment (Molotch & Lester, 1974; Tuchman, 1973; Zelizer,
1993). This is similar to the ‘‘professional model’’ which, as advocated by Tunstall (1977)
and Chalaby (1996) is influenced by the Anglo- American liberal tradition. According to
Massey and Chang (2002, p. 992), journalists in the West are famous for reporting that
highlights political conflict and is critical of government. It has also been documented by
Hanitzsch et al. (2011, p. 287) that Western journalists are generally less supportive of any
active promotion of particular values, ideas, and social change, and they adhere to more
universal principles in their ethical decisions. Although this concept might appear to be ideal
in some societies, it has been found to be unsuitable in others.
As mentioned previously, we do not wish to assert that journalism practices in
developed countries are completely homogenous. We acknowledge that there are differences
within this classification. For example, Hanusch (2009) identifies differences between
German and Anglo American practices. However, we deem that there is a larger difference in
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journalism practices between the cultures of developed and developing countries compared to
those evident within each culture. Therefore, we argue that journalism practice in developed
countries is antagonistic to developing countries which can be identified through how they
depict values in the news coverage of political speeches.

Journalism practice in developing countries. Our study considers the dominant
qualities of journalists of developing countries to be at par with the practice of Development
Journalism where journalists are required to play a central role in disseminating governmental
or national policies to inform and educate the citizens as well as to mobilize them for the
concerted effort at bringing about economic development (Wong, 2004, p. 26). Development
Journalism has been criticized for several shortcomings such as being at odds with media
independence and press freedom and for promoting political agendas instead of people’s
interest (Skjerdal, 2011). However, it has been authorized to be an important practice in some
countries. In fact, the United Nations Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO, 2007)
recommended including Development Journalism as an elective course in journalism
programs for emerging democracies (Skjerdal, 2011, p. 58).
Development Journalism as a practice became popular in Southeast Asia in the 1960s,
and in African governments in the 1970s and 1980s. Ali (1996, p. 147) connects the Asian
Values Journalism with Development Journalism. In the Asian Values Journalism, harmony
appears to be the central feature (Massey & Chang, 2002). Again, we do not wish to assert
that journalism practices in developing countries are completely homogenous, but, we argue
that there is a larger difference in journalism practices between the cultures of developed and
developing countries compared to within each culture respectively.
In order to examine journalism practice, we look into the depiction of values
expressed in political speeches. This is achieved by studying the tone attached to the values
present in news coverage of political speeches. Waheed et al. (2011) (chapter 2) found that the
tone attached to the values from the dimension of openness to change was significantly more
positive for political speeches of developed countries compared to those of developing
countries. They also found ‘‘achievement’’, a value from the dimension of self-enhancement,
to be more positive in speeches of developing countries compared to those of developed
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countries. We question how the depiction of the values expressed would be for the case of
news coverage of political speeches between developed and developing countries. Therefore,
our research question reads:

RQ3: Are there differences between developed and developing countries in how
journalists depict the values expressed in political speeches?

Method
Implementation and Sample
To achieve our aims for this study, we first defined a set of criteria for country
selection, then, a set for newspaper selection, and finally for news article selection. The
criteria for country selection were: first, countries had to be members of the United Nations
(UN) because we decided that the news coverage of political speeches should be on those
delivered at the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA). Speeches at the UNGA are
delivered annually by heads of states (or their representatives) of member states on the
progress, challenges, future initiatives, etc. of their country in the past year. Therefore, leaders
of developed and developing countries deliver speeches at this event every year which gains
ample amounts of news coverage worldwide.
Second, the countries must have English as their first or second language. This was to
maximize the possibility of retrieving English news articles for the study. Third, countries had
to be a member of the World Association of Newspapers and News Publishers (WAN- IFRA)
because those countries which are members should adhere to a certain amount of press
freedom. Furthermore, WAN-IFRA members allow access to their newspaper circulation
information. Fourth, countries were selected on basic demographic information. Specifically,
we referred to the geographical location, population, and religion. Information concerning
demographics was obtained from the Central Intelligence Agency ‘‘World Factbook’’ (2010).
For example, if we selected a country in Asia that was categorized as developed and
predominantly Muslim with a population of 30 million, then, we would also try to find
another country from Asia that was categorized as a developing country with similar
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demographics. This was done to ensure that the differences or similarities was due to the
countries being developed or developing and not due to other characteristics.
For this study, we applied the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) Human
Development Report (HDR) (2010) to classify countries as developed or developing. The
UNDP HDR classifies countries into four categories: very high, high, medium, and low
human development. We considered countries with very high and high human development as
developed countries while those from medium and low human development as developing
ones. Based on the country selection criteria and the UNDP HDR, the following 10 countries
were selected: United States, New Zealand, United Arab Emirates, Republic of Korea, and
United Kingdom for developed countries, and Pakistan, The Philippines, India, Kenya, and
Sri Lanka for developing countries.
The criteria for newspaper selection were as follow: we aimed for newspapers that
were ranked as top five most circulated in their respective countries by WAN-IFRA. There
was an exception for Kenya where there were only three accessible English newspapers.
Online versions of these newspapers were used for this study. However, if any of the top five
newspapers were inaccessible, we then substituted it with the next most circulated newspaper
(could be sixth, seventh, eighth, or ninth, but not higher than the tenth). If all of the top 10
most circulated newspapers were inaccessible, we substituted them with online newspapers
with the highest readership in that particular country. Some newspapers did not publish
primarily in English, but English translations of articles were available on their website.
We included newspaper articles that were published between 12 September 2001 and
31 December 2010.1 September 12 was chosen as a cut-off point because there is a possibility
that due to the terrorist attacks in the United States, the usage of language and thematic scope
or emphasis would be different when comparing news coverage of speeches before, and after
this date. However, accessing such differences is beyond the scope of this study. Following
this, 635 news articles were selected from 48 newspapers (see Appendix).

Procedure
News articles were retrieved from the website of the selected newspapers through the
search archive function. Combinations of keywords were used to shortlist relevant news
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articles. This included ‘‘United Nations General Assembly,’’ ‘‘UNGA Speech,’’ ‘‘UN
Speech,’’ etc. Once a shortlist was obtained, the coders had to read through each article to see
if any part of it was concerning a speech delivered at the UNGA.
A codebook was developed containing guidelines for how to extract specific
information from the news articles. The unit of analysis for coding was paragraph level. The
first part of the codebook described how to extract general information: story number, country
of the newspaper, name of the newspaper, date of the article published.
The second part of the codebook described how to extract information from the text of
the news article. In this section, coders had to count the total number of paragraphs in the
news article, count the number of paragraphs that specifically mentions the speech delivered
at the UNGA (it could be in the form of a direct quote, paraphrase, or implications of the
speech as described by the journalist), and code the sequence number in which the relevant
paragraph is situated in relation to the entire article (e.g. if the relevant paragraph is fourth in
the whole article, then the number 4 was coded). By this, we found that news articles from
developed countries contained more paragraphs (M=16.73, SD=8.33) than those from
developing countries (M=6.08, SD=9.33), t(2981)=2.04, p<.05. However, there were more
paragraphs that discussed political speeches delivered at the UNGA which contained values in
news articles of developing countries (M=9.61, SD=6.28), compared to those of developed
countries (M=7.66, SD=4.64), t(2663)=9.86, p<.001.
The two key variables in the coding of news coverage of UNGA speeches was the
presence of values and tone attached. Value was defined as something which guides
principles in people’s lives and aids people to decide what can be considered to be appropriate
behavior. Tone was defined as how the values were expressed (i.e. positivity or negativity of
expression) by message source that was depicted in the news article.
To code the values present, coders had to identify the type of values present in the
speech that was quoted, paraphrased, or explained in terms of its effect in the relevant
paragraph. Type of values refers to Schwartz’s 10 value inventory. The coders also referred to
a mini-dictionary provided to them consisting of the definition of each value which comes
with a list of single values which are associated with the main 10 values. We obtained the
single values in the mini-dictionary by referring to an online thesaurus (www.thesaurus.com)
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to obtain a wider range of words which can be associated with the value. If a certain word was
listed twice with two or more assigned values in the mini-dictionary, the coder had to refer to
the definition provided in the codebook. If the coder was unable to make a differentiation,
then all the assigned values were coded. If a certain related word was not listed in the minidictionary, then a word association was conducted in order to make a connection of that
particular word with another word in the list.
To code the tone attached to the values present, the coders had to first identify the
message source in the relevant paragraph. This refers to the person who is delivering the
speech. Then, the coders had to identify what tone the message source uses to express the
values to the audience. The tone could be coded as -1 for negative, 0 for neutral, or +1 for
positive. This tone had to be decided from the predicate portion of the quoted, paraphrased, or
implications of the speech as described by the journalist in the relevant paragraph. Decision
on the tone had to be made from the message source’s point of view.2

Inter-coder Reliability
In order to assess the reliability of the coding, an inter-coder reliability test was
conducted between the two coders involved in the study. The coders trained extensively
before coding the material for the reliability test. For this test, 78 news articles (12.28 percent
of the overall sample) were coded by both coders. Thirty-nine news articles were randomly
chosen from developed and developing countries, respectively. Inter-coder reliability was
conducted on value presence and tone. For value presence, the mean score for Krippendorff’s
α was .75 and for tone, the mean score for Krippendorff’s α was .68. Overall, the inter-coder
reliability was acceptable.3

Calculating Prominence of Values
Prominence of values refers to the time-point in which the values present may appear
in the news coverage (i.e. beginning, middle, and end). The calculation for this was conducted
in the following manner: the number 1 was divided by the paragraph number of where the
values were present. Results closer to 1 indicate that the values present were more prominent
and vice versa.
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Results
Value Presence
RQ1a asked what values are most present in the news coverage of political speeches
of developed and developing countries. Results show that the top four values in the news
coverage of political speeches of developed countries were: (1) stimulation, (2) self-direction,
(3) power, and (4) universalism. Similarly, the top four values in the news coverage of
political speeches of developing countries were: (1) stimulation, (2) power, (3) self-direction,
and (4) universalism (see Table 3.1). All these values are from the dimensions of selftranscendence and openness to change with the exception of ‘‘power’’ which belongs to the
dimension of self-enhancement.
RQ1b asked if there are differences between developed and developing countries in
terms of the values most present in the news coverage of political speeches. Results show that
although the top four values were the same for both developed and developing countries,
further analysis showed significant differences (see Table 3.1). From the top four values,
‘‘stimulation’’ had a greater presence in the news coverage of developing countries compared
to those of developed countries. The situation was similar for ‘‘power’’. Meanwhile, ‘‘selfdirection’’ was more present in the news coverage of developed countries compared to those
of developing ones. The same analyses were explicated by aggregating the data from
paragraph to article level. Results from the analyses point to the same direction.4
We also conducted a logistic regression which confirmed these findings. The chances
for ‘‘stimulation’’ to be present in the news coverage of political speeches of developing
countries was significantly higher than in those of developed countries (b=0.77, SE=0.10,
p<.001). This was similar for ‘‘power’’ (b=0.92, SE=0.08, p<.001). Meanwhile, chances for
‘‘self-direction’’ to be present in the news coverage of political speeches of developed
countries were significantly higher than in those of developing countries (b=0.39, SE=0.07,
p<.001).
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Table 3.1: Value Presence in the News Coverage of Political Speeches of Developed and
Developing Countries (%)
Values
Power
Achievement
Hedonism
Stimulation
Self-Direction
Universalism
Benevolence
Tradition
Conformity
Security

Overall
(N=3236)
66.7
15.4
5.3
84.5
65.5
50.2
28.2
6.1
6.8
37.5

Developed
(N=1765)
57.8
13.0
5.5
80.2
69.7
50.1
32.8
3.9
6.7
33.5

Developing
(N=1474)
77.4
18.3
5.1
89.7
60.8
50.5
22.8
8.6
6.9
42.3

Pearson’s Χ2
138.29***
17.78***
.21
55.49***
28.16***
.07
39.09***
31.27***
.06
26.33***

Note: ***p<.001
Value Prominence
RQ2 asked if there are differences between developed and developing countries in
terms of value prominence in the news coverage of political speeches. We generally found no
significant differences in terms of value prominence in the news coverage of political
speeches of developed countries (M=.24, SD=.24) compared to those of developing countries
(M=.26, SD=.25), t(1210)=1.37, ns. Further analysis of the individual values also shows no
differences in value prominence between the news coverage of political speeches of
developed and developing countries (see Table 3.2). Furthermore, the differences for
prominence of each value within the news coverage of political speeches of developed and
developing countries, respectively, showed only minute differences.
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Table 3.2: Prominence for Each Value in the News Coverage of Political Speeches of
Developed and Developing Countries
Values
Power
Achievement
Hedonism
Stimulation
Self-Direction
Universalism
Benevolence
Tradition
Conformity
Security

Developed Countries
N
Prominence
1019
.23
228
.24
96
.28
1414
.23
1228
.24
881
.21
577
.22
69
.25
118
.28
590
.24

Developing Countries
N
Prominence
1140
.24
270
.22
75
.29
1322
.24
893
.25
743
.22
336
.20
127
.18
102
.29
622
.26

t

df

-.20
1.00
-.22
-.60
-.75
-.28
1.83
1.69
-.23
-1.37

2157
426
169
2734
2119
1622
838
194
218
1210

Note: Prominence was calculated accordingly: 1/(paragraph number of where value was
present). Values closer to 1 indicate higher prominence. For example, the prominence of
‘‘tradition’’ was 0.25 in the news coverage of political speeches of developed countries. This
means that on average, ‘‘tradition’’ was located on paragraph 4 of the news articles of
political speeches of developed countries.

Journalists’ Depiction of Values Expressed (Tone)
RQ3 asked if there are differences between developed and developing countries in
how journalists depict the values expressed in political speeches. Results show there were
significant differences for value depiction in 5 out of 10 values. They were: power,
stimulation, self-direction, universalism, and tradition (see Table 3.3).
From these five values, power, self-direction, universalism and tradition were depicted
to be expressed in a significantly more positive tone in the news coverage of political
speeches of developing countries compared to those of developed countries. Only one value,
stimulation, was depicted to be significantly more positive in the news coverage of political
speeches of developed countries compared to those of developing countries (see Table 3.3).
This means that when there were significant differences in the values expressed, they
were generally more positively depicted by journalists of developing countries compared to
those of developed countries. Results pointed to the same direction when the same analysis
was conducted on data that was aggregated from paragraph level to article level.6
In a nutshell, this study found the following: first, although the top four values were
the same for both developed and developing countries, further analysis showed some
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significant differences. Second, there were no differences in terms of value prominence.
Finally, we found that journalists in developing countries depicted values more positively in
the news coverage of political speeches compared to those of developed countries.

Table 3.3: T-test Results for Journalists’ Depiction of Values Expressed in the News
Coverage of Political Speeches of Developed and Developing Countries
Tone Values
Power
Achievement
Hedonism
Stimulation
Self-Direction
Universalism
Benevolence
Tradition
Conformity
Security

Developed Countries
N
M (SD)
1019
.83 (.56)
229
.32 (.95)
96
.94 (.35)
1414
.69 (.73)
1229
1.00 (.08)
883
.78 (.63)
577
.69 (.72)
69
.33 (.95)
118
-.12 (1.00)
590
-/53 (.85)

Developing Countries
N
M (SD)
1141
.91 (.41)
270
.24 (.97)
75
.89 (.45)
1322
.85 (.52)
893
.98 (.18)
725
.86 (.52)
336
.66(.75)
126
.67 (.75)
102
.00 (1.00)
623
-.57 (.82)

t

df

-3.82***
.96
.72
-6.84***
2.25***
-2.75**
.48
-2.52**
-.877
.89

1854
497
169
2569
1146
1625
911
115
218
1211

Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01. The scale ranged from -1 to +1.

Discussion
This study’s purpose was two-fold. Its first aim was to investigate the type of values extracted
from political speeches that were reported in newspapers of developed and developing
countries. Its second aim was to examine how these extracted values were depicted by
journalists of developed and developing countries. In light of the first aim, we discovered that
the four most present values in the news coverage of political speeches of both developed and
developing countries were similar to one another. However, further analysis showed that there
were some significant differences. To a large extent, this is in line with the finding of an
earlier study focusing on the content of political speeches (Waheed et al., 2011) (chapter 2).
Although the speeches used in the content analysis of their study differed from the news
coverage of political speeches in this study, we can generally conclude that the values found
in the political speeches are congruent with those in the news coverage of political speeches.
This suggests that journalists were able to extract the core values from speeches effectively.
Schäffner (1996) previously noted that political speeches represent the values of governments.
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Assuming this is the case, we may conclude that globalization may be bridging the gap in the
basic human values held by governments across the globe, which may also be reflective of the
values held by their citizens.
Additionally, we found no significant differences in terms of value prominence in the
news coverage of political speeches between those of developed and developing countries.
However, we did find other types of differences. For instance, although the news articles of
developed countries contained more paragraphs compared to those of developing countries,
there were more paragraphs that discussed political speeches delivered at the UNGA in the
latter.
In light of this study’s second aim, our findings indicate that journalists’ depiction of
the values expressed (tone) was more positive in the news coverage of political speeches of
developing countries compared to those of developed countries. This was the case for four out
of five values that were found to be significantly different. These values represent one
dimension each. This is not the same as the findings of Waheed et al. (2011) (chapter 2).
From this, we suggest that journalists’ depiction of the values expressed are not the same as
the actual values found in the political speeches itself. We attribute the difference to
journalism practices in developed and developing countries.
Our findings support the arguments of Skjerdal (2011) and Wong (2004) which
implied that journalists of countries that practice Development Journalism are required to
evaluate their country’s leader’s speech in positive light. Simultaneously, our findings also
support Massey and Chang (2002, p. 992), who state that journalists in the West are famous
for reporting that highlights political conflict and is critical of government. By this, we have
managed to add to studies of previous scholars such as Massey and Chang (2002), Hanitzsch
et al. (2011) as well as van Dalen et al. (2011). While addressing the second aim of this study,
we also found support for the claims of Papathanassopoulos (2001) and Mancini (2000) who
posit that countries around the world do not practice a single model of journalism despite
globalism. This is because journalism is a result from the interaction between different actors
and systems where social structure and context must be taken into account.
Overall, this study has contributed to and expanded the existing body of knowledge
concerning values in the news coverage of political speeches in the following ways: it is one
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of the first few which applies the BHV by way of content analysis in order to examine
journalism practices between developed and developing countries. This is an important
methodology expansion for the study of values in the field of communication. Also, this study
examined journalism practices through two important angles: first, the type of values in the
news coverage of political speeches, and second, the depiction of these values by journalists.
These are both important angles to study in order to understand the journalists’ role in public
opinion formation. By this, journalists should take notice of the types of values and the tones
that appeal to their audiences. Should they learn to make a good combination of these two
factors in news reporting, it may have the potential to increase readership that in turn can
improve the quality of public opinion.
Like other empirical studies, this too faced several technical challenges. First, some
newspaper websites provided news articles which were translated from the original language
into English. There is a possibility that the meaning of the sentences were lost in translation.
Second, there were contexts which were difficult to code such as news coverage containing
humor, sarcasm, criticism, advice, stories from the past, and rhetorical questions. Third, there
is an unavoidable subjectivity when coding values in speeches because there are bound to be
differences in coders’ perceptions towards the values and tone in the sentences. This makes
values in speeches difficult to code. Furthermore, guidelines and examples concerning the
coding of values in speeches are scarce since most studies concerning BHV were conducted
by using surveys in organizations. Finally, the top five most circulated newspapers were not
always accessible. Substituting them with lower circulated newspapers does not give us an
accurate account of the values that citizens are actually exposed to. Despite these challenges,
we managed to show that coding values and tone is a possible endeavor.
There are several ways to remedy the shortcomings of this study and to also further
enrich its findings. For instance, we concede that although we repeatedly stated ‘‘we do not
wish to assert that journalism practice in developed countries is homogenous and journalism
practice in developing countries is also homogenous’’, we did apply concepts that separate
them either as practicing ‘‘Western value journalism’’ or Development Journalism. To
explore other types of journalism that may exist within the same country and/or region, we
propose a more intricate comparison between different types of press within the same country.
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Additionally, a one-on-one country comparison should be conducted to see if there are value
differences between nations within the same region. Furthermore, we could also look into
differences in how journalists report stories on local versus foreign political leaders. Finally,
we could differentiate between the news coverage of political speeches written by the
respective newspapers’ journalists versus those that are written by external journalists.
Notwithstanding our present limitations, on a larger scale, our findings indicate that
citizens of developed and developing countries may have a common understanding on the
salience of political issues that come with similar value presence and prominence. However,
due to the different journalism practices, it is likely that citizens too will have antagonistic
opinions on the same political issues. In terms of topic expansion, it would be fruitful to
investigate the effects of news coverage of political speeches toward individual attitudes as
well as toward public opinion. This can provide a clear picture on the impact of journalists’
reporting on political speeches toward audiences.
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Notes
1

There were no other restrictions imposed on the article selection. Internationally wired

articles and those written by journalists other than those of the respective newspapers were
also included. We argue that these articles also reflect the culture and norms of our sample
countries as well as their respective editorial policies.
2

Examples of how values and tone were coded: Example 1: “Vajpayee also mocked

Musharraf's shrill attempt during his US visit to seek parity with India saying ‘he should not
confuse the legitimate aspiration for equality of nations with outmoded concepts of military
parity’.” The motivation for Vajpayee’s (source) statement (“he should not confuse…”) is to
correct or to criticize to show his authority. The value assigned is power. The tone between
the source and power is negative because he intended to correct another leader’s actions in
public. Therefore, the assigned tone is “-1”. Example 2: “US President George W Bush on
Tuesday promised world leaders fearful of a global economic meltdown that Washington
would implement a financial bailout package ‘in the urgent timeframe required’.” The
motivation for this is to ensure world leaders. We associate this to benevolence. The predicate
for this paragraph is “promised world leaders (…)”. The tone between the source (Bush) and
benevolence is positive because the source promises to put effort to make things better.
Therefore, the assigned tone is “+1”.
3

The following inter coder reliability scores are only of variables which were difficult to

code. Variables which were more objective (e.g., country of message source, date of news
articles, etc.) were not reported; the inter coder reliability for those variables were perfect
(Krippendorff’s α=1.00). Inter coder reliability for value presence (Krippendorff’s α are
shown): power=.54, achievement=.84, hedonism=.77, stimulation=.58, self-direction=.68,
universalism=.79, benevolence=.84, tradition=.86, conformity=.80, and security=.77. Inter
coder reliability for the journalists’ depiction of values expressed in Krippendorff’s α:
power=.53,

achievement=.93,

hedonism=.64,

stimulation=.54,

self-direction=.42,

universalism=.66, benevolence=.42, tradition=.87, conformity=.95, and security=.86.
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4

At the article level, the top four values that were most present for developed countries were

stimulation (90.5%), self-direction (86.2%), universalism (72.2%), and power (66.8%). The
top four values that were most present for developing countries were: stimulation (97.4%),
self-direction (82.3%), power (79.2%), and universalism (69.4%). Although there were
similarities in the top four values, Pearson’s Chi-Square tests showed significant differences
between the two types of countries for “power” which was more present in news coverage of
developing countries compared to developed ones (79.2% versus 66.8%), χ2 (1, N = 635) =
11.94, p< .001.
5

Analyses for the value presence were also conducted for individual newspapers and

countries. Results were similar to those of the aggregated level of developed and developing
countries.
6

At the article level, the tone used to express “stimulation” was more positive for the news

coverage of political speeches in developed countries (M=1.00, SD=.03) compared to those of
developing ones (M=.98, SD=.14),t(567)=-2.64, p<.0. There was no significant difference
between news coverage of developed and developing countries for “self-direction”, “power”,
and “achievement”. Analysis also shows that the tone used to express “universalism” in the
news coverage of developing countries were more positive (M=.85, SD=.46) compared to
those of developed countries (M=.75, SD=.57), t(438)=-2.18, p<.05.
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Appendix
Table 3.A1: List of Countries and Newspapers
Countries

Type of
Country

No.

Newspapers

United States of America

Developed

1

The New York Times

2

The Washington Post

3

USA Today

4

Wall Street Journal

5

L.A. Times

6

The Dominion Post

7

The Press

8

Southland Times

9

Manawatu Standard

10

New Zealand herald

11

The Gulf News

12

The National

13

Emirates Business

14

The Gulf Today

15

Khaleej Times

16

JoongAng Daily

17

ChosunIlbo

18

Dong A Ilbo

19

Maeil Business

20

Korea Times

21

The Guardian

22

Daily Telegraph

23

The Sun

New Zealand

United Arab Emirates

Republic of Korea

United Kingdom

Developed

Developed

Developed

Developed
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Pakistan

The Philippines

India

Kenya

Sri Lanka
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Developing

Developing

Developing

Developing

Developing

24

Daily Mail

25

The Times

26

The Dawn

27

The News

28

The Nation

29

Business Recorder

30

Daily Times

31

The Philippine Daily Inquirer

32

Philippine Star

33

Manila Bulletin

34

Manila Times

35

Malaya

36

Times of India

37

Economic Times

38

Hindustan Times

39

Indian Express

40

Daily News Analysis

41

The Daily Nation

42

The Standard

43

Business Daily

44

Daily News

45

The Island

46

Daily Mirror

47

Sunday Times

48

Sunday Leader
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The Effects of News Frames and Political Speech Sources on Political Attitudes: The
Moderating Role of Values

Submitted for publication as:
Waheed, M., Schuck, A., Neijens, P., & de Vreese, C. The effects of news frames and
political speech sources on political attitudes: The moderating role of values.

Abstract
Extant research is not very specific about the role values play in public opinion formation.
This study investigated the extent to which values play a role in affecting citizens’ political
attitudes when exposed to different media news frames and political speech sources. To test
this, we designed a survey experiment which used news coverage of a political speech
concerning the cultural practices of immigrants (N=337). We manipulated the manner of how
the news was framed (episodic vs. thematic) and the source of the speech (domestic vs.
foreign politician). Our main finding shows that values moderate the effect of news frame and
speech source: citizens who scored high on ‘universalism’ were more affected by a foreign
source in an episodic news frame, compared to those scoring low on ‘universalism’ in a
thematic news frame. On the other hand, in a thematic news frame, the difference between
citizens scoring high and low on universalism was found for the domestic source. This
suggests that values are a fundamental moderator of media effects in determining citizens’
political attitudes.
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Introduction
Previous studies have shown that media coverage characteristics such as news frames
(Iyengar, 1991), source characteristics (Domke, Lagos, Lapointe, Meade, & Xenos, 2000),
and a combination of these two factors (Druckman, 2001) play important roles in citizens’
interpretation of political issues and in public opinion formation. However, over the years,
scholars have acknowledged that the information relayed through the media does not have the
same impact on all citizens due to their differing personal qualities such as different personal
values (Shen & Edwards, 2005). According to Schwartz (1992), values guide the evaluation
of actions, policies, people, and events. They are often firmly established which leads people
to behave according to them even without consciously thinking about them. Considering its
central function in peoples’ lives, values are expected to guide citizens’ interpretation of
political information that they receive from the media.
The combination of values and media effects on political attitudes has not been
completely ignored by scholars (see Shen & Edwards, 2005). However, relatively little is
known about the interaction of values with other factors in affecting public opinion.
Therefore, to understand the extent to which values guide citizens’ interpretation of political
information received from the media, our study investigates the effect of news frames and
message sources on political attitudes when moderated by values. More specifically, we will
test citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants when the news coverage of a political speech is
framed in different ways, when the speech source is foreign or domestic, and when different
levels of importance are placed on particular values.
We have chosen to focus on the news coverage of political speeches because we posit
that political speeches are an important mode of communication of politicians to citizens.
However, citizens’ do not usually listen to an entire political speech. Therefore, chances for
political speeches to directly affect their political attitudes are small. Instead, there is a bigger
possibility for citizens to be exposed to the news coverage of a political speech.
In terms of political attitudes, we believe that citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants
are an important focus because immigration is on the rise in many democratic countries (e.g.,
Western Europe and North America [Rubio-Marin, 2000]). Simultaneously, studies on the
treatment of immigration in the media shows there are strong associations between
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immigration with negativity (e.g., crime and delinquency) but hardly any emphasis is given to
the contributions of immigration to their host countries (Coole, 2002; d’Haenens & de Lange,
2001; Gardikiotis, 2003; Igartua, Muñiz & Cheng, 2005; ter Wal, d’Haenens, & Koeman,
2005; van Dijk, 1989; Van Gorp, 2005; Vliegenthart & Roggeband, 2007).
Our study is the first which investigates the role of values as a moderator of effects of
news frames and message sources in determining political attitudes. Findings from this study
can provide an explanation as to why political information relayed through the media may
differently affect citizens. On a larger scale, this could potentially explain citizens’ support or
rejection for certain political arguments, or even manifestos of certain political parties.

The Effect of News Frames on Political Attitudes: Episodic vs. Thematic
News frames refer to the highlighted aspects in news coverage of issues or events
which causes citizens to base their views on them. According to Nelson, Clawson, and Oxley
(1997), news frames shape the understanding and opinions of issues by stressing certain
features of a controversy and reducing the complex issue into one or two central aspects.
Episodic and thematic frames are two fundamental types of frames in political news
reporting (Gross, 2008; Iyengar, 1991). According to Iyengar (1993), episodic frames depict
public issues in terms of specific events and concrete instances (e.g., an unemployed
worker). On television, episodically framed news is visually appealing and consists of on
the scene live coverage (e.g., interview with an unemployed worker). On the other hand,
thematically framed news focuses on political issues as well as events in broader contexts
by presenting collective evidence (e.g., changes in the nature of employment opportunities).
News reports have gravitated towards these two types of frames (Iyengar, 1991), but,
journalists have been said to heavily use episodic frames because they are believed to be
more compelling. In fact, Iyengar (1993) found that television news coverage of political
issues are mostly episodically framed. In line with this, Gross (2008) posits that the
compelling nature of episodic news frames is essential because it may draw readers into the
story.
Besides the nature of episodic and thematic frames, there are also studies which
focused on their effect towards political attitudes (e.g., Aarøe, 2011; Gross, 2008; Iyengar,
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1991). Iyengar (1991) conducted several studies which focused on how television frame
political issues (crime, international terrorism, poverty, unemployment, and racial inequality).
He found that both episodic and thematically framed news, affected citizens’ attribution of
causal and treatment responsibility which affects their views towards policies. More
specifically, citizens who were exposed to episodically framed news attributed individuals to
be responsible for their own predicaments which attenuated support for government programs
that were meant to address these problems and shielded political leaders from their
responsibility. The citizens were also unable to make connections between the social and
political problems that were discussed in these studies. On the other hand, citizens exposed to
thematically framed news selected societal attributions for the problems.
Besides attribution of responsibilities, more recent studies have found that episodic
frames have stronger effects on peoples’ attitudes due to their emotional appeal (Aarøe, 2011;
Gross, 2008). Since most previous research posit that news coverage framed episodically are
more compelling and emotionally engaging compared to those framed thematically, we
predict the following:

H1(a): News coverage of a political speech framed episodically will have stronger
effects on citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants compared to news coverage of a
political speech framed thematically.

The Effect of Message Source on Political Attitudes: Domestic vs. Foreign Politician
The relationship between message source and opinion is one that has been established
in classical psychology studies dating back to World War II (Hovland & Weiss, 1951). In
more recent times, this topic is still researched to better understand citizens’ political attitudes.
In more recent times, it has been found that citizens’ tend to rely on the source of a political
message to make judgments (Goren, Federico, & Kittilson, 2009; Kuklinski & Hurley, 1994).
The idea of a message source affecting political attitudes has also been researched by
communication scholars in the context of media effects. What political elites say, and the
manner in which news media report these actions often exerts considerable effects upon
citizens’ opinion formation and policy evaluations (Druckman, 2001; Jasperson, Shah, Watts,
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Faber, & Fan, 1998; Watts, Domke, Shah, & Fan, 1999; Zaller, 1992). According to Hartman
and Webber (2009), the effect of the message source has been found to be more pronounced
when it is perceived to hold a more similar political ideology with the citizens. We posit that
this phenomenon is related to the notion of in-group versus out-group.
It is commonly understood that the sense of familiarity, attachment, and preference for
certain characteristics displayed by a group may encourage the desire of a person to be a
member of this group. Members within this group consider themselves as in-group, while
others are considered as out-group. Once people have determined their group identification, it
is expected for them to establish traits and norms which distinguish their group from others
(Wetherell & Turner, 1979). Although it is common for people to see their group in a more
positive light compared to others, scholars have also acknowledged that in-group
identification is independent of negative attitudes towards out-group (Brewer, 1999). Hence,
there is a possibility for an out-group member’s message to be held in high regard by
members of an in-group. At this juncture, it is important to note that not all politicians from a
country are necessarily considered members of an in-group to citizens of their country.
However, in this study, we assume that a domestic politician is more of an in-group to the
citizens of his or her country compared to a foreign politician.
We believe that a political speech of an out-group politician can be met with a more
positive response compared to one delivered by an in-group politician in certain instances. For
instance, Budesheim, Houston, & DePaola (1996) found that when it comes to negative
political attacks, messages from in-group sources were scrutinized more systematically
compared to out-group sources. They posit that a disliked in-group member is treated more
harshly compared to an out-group member because citizens do not want the disliked in-group
member’s behavior to be a reflection of the entire group. Besides this, according to Allport
(1954), in-group boundaries could shift to be more or less inclusive depending on local
conditions or individual needs. For instance, a foreign politician speaking of his peoples’
conditions in a host country may be perceived to be a more credible source compared to a
domestic politician of that host country. This is because the foreign politician is able to
communicate and empathize better with his people, thus making him a credible spokesperson
for them. According to Lupia (2000), a credible source is one who possesses knowledge about
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the relevant topic and can be trusted to reveal his or her knowledge. Therefore, in light of
studying citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants, we believe that a foreign politician from the
immigrant group will be perceived to be a more credible speech source compared to a
domestic politician. Our prediction reads:

H1(b): News coverage of a political speech delivered by a foreign politician from an
immigrant group will have stronger effects on citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants
compared to a political speech delivered by a domestic politician.

The Moderating Effect of Values on Political Attitudes
Values are important constructs in peoples’ lives which motivate actions and function
as standards for judging as well as justifying actions (Schwartz, 1994). They transcend into all
aspects of peoples’ lives (e.g., personal and professional life) and have also been found to
affect political attitudes (Van Gyes & De Witte, 1999). An important theoretical framework
which has been applied to studying the salience of values in affecting political attitudes is
Schwartz’s Basic Human Values (BHV) (e.g., Barnea & Schwartz, 1998; Davidov,
Meuleman, Billiet, & Schmidt, 2008; Durietz, Luyten, Snauwaert, & Hutsebaur, 2002;
Schwartz, 2007). In this framework, there are ten values (power, achievement, hedonism,
stimulation, self-direction, universalism, benevolence, tradition, and conformity)

1

which

belong to four main dimensions (self-enhancement, openness to change, self-transcendence,
and conservation) 2 (see Schwartz & Boehnke, 2004).
Over the years, studies applying the BHV have yielded findings which show
directional associations between values and political attitudes. For instance, Barnea and
Schwartz’s (1998) investigated the effect of values on voting centering on the Israeli 1998
elections. They found that peoples’ value priorities predispose individuals to vote for
particular political parties in response to their ideological symbols and messages. Among their
various findings was that liberal and secular political parties were supported by citizens who
regarded “self-direction” as being of high importance but “tradition” and “conformity” as
being of low importance.
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In addition, Durietz, et al. (2002) found that value orientations, alongside religiosity
are a strong predictor of political attitudes (e.g., economic conservatism and cultural
conservatism). Among their findings was that economic conservatism and cultural
conservatism were positively related to values from the dimension of self-enhancement and
negatively to those from the dimension of self-transcendence.
Besides understanding political attitudes in “local” settings, the BHV has also been
applied to study political attitudes in international contexts. Davidov, et al. (2008)
investigated the effects of the values from the self-transcendence and conservation dimensions
on citizens’ attitudes towards immigration in 19 countries. They found that effects slightly
differed across countries, but overall, values from the self-transcendence dimension were
found to have a positive effect on support for immigration while values from the conservation
dimension were found to have a negative effect on this issue.
Findings from these studies show that most, if not all of the BHV values, are
politically relevant (Barnea & Schwartz, 1998). However, Rokeach (1979) singled out
“freedom” and “equality” as the paramount political values. When looking at the definitions
of the ten BHV values (see Schwartz & Boehnke, 2004), “freedom” and “equality” are highly
related to “universalism” (understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection for the
welfare of all people and for nature). Rokeach’s claim has been supported by more recent
studies (Waheed, Schuck, de Vreese, & Neijens, 2011; Waheed, Schuck, Neijens & de
Vreese, 2012) (chapters 2 and 3) which found “universalism” to be a particularly salient value
in political speeches and their news coverage.
In Schwartz’s (2007) study, he investigated the extent to which “universalism” is
applied to all members of society (i.e., including members of out-groups such as foreigners
and immigrants). He found that democratization of a country is one of the contributing factors
to broad “moral inclusiveness”. This term refers to citizens’ perception that others are
members of an out-group or an in-group. Societies which have broad “moral inclusiveness”
would perceive the value universalism to apply to everyone and not just to members of their
in-group. More specifically, Schwartz was able to show that citizens with broad “moral
inclusiveness” extended “universalism” to members of out-groups which resulted in positive
perceptions toward immigration. Considering the salience of “universalism” found in relation
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to politics and political attitudes in previous studies, our study will focus on the role of this
value in determining citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants when exposed to different news
frames and message sources in the media.
Previous scholars have conducted many studies to better understand the factors
involved in the shaping of public opinion (e.g., source characteristics [Druckman, 2001];
interpersonal communication [Druckman & Nelson, 2003]). Besides individually testing the
direct effect of media news frames, message source, and values on political attitudes, some
scholars have also looked into various moderators that add to this. For instance, Shen and
Edwards (2005) found that personal values moderated the effect of news frames on issue
thought and attitudes. Considering the importance of values for citizens when interpreting
political information that they receive from the media, alongside the importance of news
frames (Aarøe, 2011; Gross, 2008; Iyengar, 1991) and source effect (Goren, Federico, &
Kittilson, 2009; Kuklinski & Hurley, 1994), we consider it important to test the interaction
effect of these variables on attitudes towards immigrants.
For this reason, we extend the first two hypotheses (the direct effect of news frames
and the speech sources) by combining them with the salience of the value universalism. Based
on Schwartz & Boehnke’s (2004) definition of “universalism” and the findings of Schwartz’s
(2007) study, we deduce that citizens who place high importance on this value are
broadminded and therefore more accepting towards members on an out-group (i.e.,
immigrants) compared to those who place low importance on this value. In the context of this
study, this means that the effects of a foreign source will be stronger for citizens who place
high importance on “universalism” compared to citizens who place low importance on
“universalism” especially in the episodic condition. Because those who place high importance
on “universalism” are naturally accepting towards immigrants, this may heighten the level of
credibility that they attach to the foreign politician, in particular when the source mentions
concrete and compelling examples. Based on this reasoning, we predict the following:
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H2: The effect of political speech sources (foreign vs. domestic) on citizens’ attitudes towards
immigrants is moderated by the importance placed on “universalism” such that those who
score high on “universalism” are more affected by a foreign source than those who score low
on “universalism”, especially in the episodic condition.

Method
Design
To achieve the aim of this study, we conducted a 2 (news frame: episodic and
thematic) X 2 (speech source: domestic vs. foreign politician) post-test only between-subjects
survey experiment. This design resulted in four experimental conditions. Participants were
assigned to one of the four conditions based on stratified random assignment.

Participants
For the experiment, a research company in the Netherlands recruited a total of 337
participants consisting of 46.3% males and 53.7% females ranging from ages 18 to 64. These
participants are members of the research company’s web panel which are by and large
representative of the national population sample. They were contacted via an online survey
tool and were offered incentives for completing online questionnaires.

Procedure
First, all participants answered a pre-test questionnaire which contained questions to
retrieve their demographic information (i.e., gender and age) as well as to gauge the
importance they place on the value universalism. Next, participants read a stimulus material
consisting of one news article in alternative versions establishing the different experimental
conditions. Consequently, they received a post-test questionnaire which tested their attitudes
towards immigrants. The study also included two manipulation check questions, one for each
of the manipulations (frame and source).
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Stimulus Material
The stimulus material consisted of one news article for each of the conditions (see
examples in Appendix A). Generally, the experimental conditions contained news coverage of
a political speech delivered at an international event in the Netherlands. More specifically, the
speech was about Filipino immigrants in the Netherlands and how the Dutch are encouraged
to be open towards their cultural practices. This specific group and their cultural practices
were chosen as the focus of the stimulus because they generally receive less media attention
compared to other immigrants groups in the Netherlands. Therefore our design was aimed
towards minimizing any prejudices towards highly politicized immigrant groups. The main
value advocated in the news coverage of the speech was universalism.
In this experiment, we manipulated the news frame in how the news coverage of a
political speech was reported and the speech source. The news coverage of the political
speech was either framed episodically or thematically. In the episodic frame condition, the
politician who delivered the speech made references to his personal encounter with a Filipino
seafarer. In the thematic frame condition, the politician does not mention of a personal
encounter. Instead, he speaks about Filipino immigrants and their cultural practices in more
general terms.
We also manipulated the source of the political speech. The politician who delivered
the speech reported in the news coverage was either from the Philippines or from the
Netherlands. Since the experiment was carried out in the Netherlands, the Dutch politician is
considered domestic, and the politician from the Philippines is considered foreign. As briefly
mentioned earlier, the combination of the frame and source manipulation resulted in four
experimental conditions (episodic domestic, episodic foreign, thematic domestic, and
thematic foreign).
Everything else besides the news frame and the speech source was kept constant. Each
news article consisted of six paragraphs which discussed the same contents in all experimental
conditions (see examples in Appendix A). The experimental stimulus was created rather than
selected for the purpose of this study. The people mentioned in the news coverage, the
political speech, and the event of where the speech was supposedly presented are all fictitious.
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This was a precautionary step taken to minimize any bias which may occur if existing
politicians, speeches, and events were used in the news coverage.

Manipulation Check
There were two manipulation check questions in the post-test questionnaire. The first
question was to test the news frame manipulation. The question asked “in what manner did
the politician who delivered the speech speak of his experience with the Filipinos?”
Participants answered this question on a five point scale with 1 indicating “personal manner”
and 5 indicating “general manner”. Results from an independent sample t-test shows a
significant difference in the average response between the participants of the two frame
conditions in the expected direction t(335)=-2.36, p<.05. Therefore, we consider the news
frame manipulation successful.3
The second question was to test the speech source manipulation. The question asked
“who was the person delivering the speech in the news article?” Participants could choose one
of three options: a Dutch politician, a foreign politician, or unidentifiable. There was a
significant difference between the answer options X2(2, N=337) = 103.96, p<.001. Overall, we
also consider the speech source manipulation successful because a majority of the participants
chose the correct answer.4

Measures
Attitudes towards immigrants. To assess attitudes towards immigrants (Filipino
immigrants in the Netherlands), participants were asked to answer the following three
questions: 1) what is your opinion toward Filipino immigrants? 2) what do you think of
immigrants? and 3) what do you think of cultural practices of immigrants? The questions
were answered using a 7- point scale with higher scores indicating higher support for
immigrants and vice versa.5 The reliability for these questions was high (Cronbach’s α=.85,
M= 4.09, SD= 1.15).
Importance of “universalism”. The moderating variable in this study is the
importance that participants place on the value universalism. Adapted from Schwartz and
Bardi (2001), importance of “universalism” was measured in the pre-test questionnaire using
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a 9-point scale with higher scores indicating higher importance for the value and vice versa
(Please indicate how important “seeking social justice and tolerance for all” was as a guiding
principal in your life;
M = 7.51, SD=1.36).

Results
Effect of News Frames
H1(a) predicted that news coverage of a political speech framed episodically will have
stronger effects on citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants compared to news coverage of a
political speech framed thematically. Results show that news frames was not a significant
predictor for attitudes towards immigrants, β=.054, t(335)=.431, p>.05.6 This means that the
episodically framed news did not have a stronger effect on citizens’ attitudes towards
immigrants compared to the thematically framed news. In other words, citizens exposed to
news coverage of a political speech framed episodically did not have more positive attitudes
towards immigrants compared to when they are exposed to news coverage of a political
speech delivered thematically. Overall, H1(a) is not supported.

Effect of Speech Source
H1(b) predicted that a political speech delivered by a foreign politician from an
immigrant group will have stronger effects on citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants
compared to a political speech delivered by a domestic politician. Results show that speech
source was a significant predictor for attitudes towards immigrants, β=.104, t(335)=1.92,
p<.05. This means that the political speech delivered by a foreign politician from the
immigrant group did have a stronger effect on citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants
compared to the political speech delivered by a domestic politician. In other words, citizens
exposed to news coverage of a political speech delivered by a foreign politician from the
immigrant group had more positive attitudes towards immigrants compared to those exposed
to news coverage of a political speech delivered by a domestic politician. Overall, H1(b) is
supported.
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Interaction Effect
H2 predicted that the effect of political speech sources (foreign vs. domestic) on
citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants is moderated by the importance placed on
“universalism” such that those who score high on “universalism” are more affected by a
foreign source than those who score low on “universalism”, especially in the episodic
condition. Results found a significant three-way interaction effect between news frames,
messages sources, and importance placed on “universalism” on attitudes towards immigrants,
β=.64, t(336)=2.21, p<.05. This means that the effect of media news frames and political
speech sources on attitudes towards immigrants were indeed moderated by the importance
placed on “universalism”. As can be seen from Table 4.1, those who scored high on
‘universalism’ are more affected by a foreign source in an episodic news frame, compared to
those scoring low on ‘universalism’, in a thematic news frame. On the other hand, in a
thematic news frame the difference between citizens scoring high and low on universalism is
found for the domestic source.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the extent to which values play a role as a moderator
in determining citizens’ political attitudes when exposed to different news frames and
message sources in the media. More specifically, we tested the effects on citizens’ attitudes
towards immigrants when the news coverage of a political speech was framed episodically or
thematically, when the speech source was foreign or domestic, and when citizens placed
different levels of importance on “universalism”.
A crucial finding in this study was that the effect of speech source was moderated by
political values: citizens who have high level of “universalism” were more affected by a
foreign source, compared to a domestic source, than citizens who have lower level of
“universalism” in the episodic news frame. In the thematic news frame the biggest difference
between the two value groups was found for the domestic source.
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Table 4.1: Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants
for each experimental condition when the importance placed on “universalism” was high or
low.

Universalism
Episodic Frame

Thematic Frame

Domestic Source M(SD)
Low
High
N=38
N=43
a
3.74
4.17b
(.77)
(1.36)

Foreign Source M(SD)
Low
High
N=37
N=48
W
3.68
4.69X
(1.08)
(.92)

N=33
3.33Y
(.98)

N=39
3.91c
(1.04)

N=49
4.37Z
(1.19)

N=50
4.35d
(1.05)

Note: The high and low level for “universalism” groups were obtained by conducting a mean
split. Mean for importance of universalism is: 7.51. Citizens who placed the importance of
“universalism” >7.51 were grouped into the high importance group while those who placed
the importance of “universalism” <7.51 were grouped into the low importance group.
Independent sample t-tests were conducted to test the differences in citizens’ attitude towards
immigrants between those who placed high and low importance on “universalism” in each
experimental condition. Values with the different pairings of superscripts indicate significant
differences in each experimental conditions between high and low importance placed on
“universalism”. For instance, c and d shows that there is a significant difference in citizens’
attitude towards immigrants in the thematically framed news with a foreign political source
condition between those who placed high and low importance on “universalism”. Superscripts
a,b
and c,d indicates significant differences at p<.05 (1-tailed) while superscripts W,X and Y,Z
indicates significant differences at p<.001.
This finding implies the following: First, values (“universalism” more specifically) are
important moderators of message sources in predicting political attitudes. On a larger scale,
this means that values do guide citizens’ interpretation of political information that they
receive from the media. This supports Shen and Edwards (2005) who argued and found that
the information relayed on the media does not have the same impact on all citizens due to
their differing personal values. Second, this also supports the claim made by Rokeach (1979)
and the findings of Waheed et al. (2011) (chapter 2) and Waheed et al. (2012) (chapter 3) that
“universalism” is indeed a salient value with important political ramifications.
Our study also found a direct effect of speech sources on citizens’ attitudes towards
immigrants. More specifically, we found that citizens exposed to news coverage of a political
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speech delivered by a foreign politician from the immigrant group had a more positive
attitude towards immigrants compared to those who were exposed to news coverage of a
political speech delivered by a domestic politician. The citizens in this study accepted the
message of the foreign politician discussing the cultural practices of his countrymen living
abroad better, as was also found in the study of Budesheim et al. (1996). This adds to the
types of conditions under which citizens react more positively towards an out-group
compared to an in-group. Also, our finding supports the claim of Allport’s (1954) who stated
that in-group boundaries could shift to be more or less inclusive depending on local
conditions or individual needs. We believe that citizens were more inclusive towards the outgroup because the foreign politician from the immigrant group was perceived to be more
credible compared to the domestic politician to speak on the importance of maintaining
cultural practices of his countrymen living abroad. Based on Schwartz’s (2007) study, our
findings imply that the Netherlands is a highly democratized country where its citizens have
broad moral inclusiveness. Therefore, those who placed high importance on “universalism”
were willing to extend this value to a foreign politician, who is a member of an out-group.
On the other hand, our results did not find a direct effect of news frames on citizens’
attitudes towards immigrants. This means that citizens who were exposed to news coverage of
a political speech framed episodically did not have a more positive attitude towards
immigrants compared to those exposed to news coverage of a political speech framed
thematically. This does not support the findings from previous scholars such as Aarøe (2011),
Iyengar (1991, 1993), and Gross (2008). There could be various reasons to explain the
discrepancy in findings which include the different focus on issues which were communicated
to participants through different methods. Aarøe’s (2011) study focused on a contested Danish
law which was presented to the participants through extracts of debates. Meanwhile, Iyengar’s
(1991, 1993) studies focused on social problems presented on television news and Gross’
study focused on crime which was presented to participants in opinion columns. Another
explanation could be that the objectives of previous studies were different from this study’s.
Gross’ (2008) study investigated the effect of news frames on opinions when mediated by
emotion. Meanwhile, Aarøe’s (2011) study investigated the role of citizens’ emotional
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reaction to explain frame strength and Iyengar’s (1991, 1993) studies on the other hand
investigated people’s attribution of responsibility when exposed to different news frames.
Generally, this study has contributed to the existing knowledge on the role of values in
guiding citizens’ opinion formation through the political information that they receive from
the media. More specifically, it is one of the first studies to investigate the role of values as a
moderator of news frames and message sources in determining citizens’ political attitudes.
This adds to the list of previous studies which investigated the moderated effects of social and
individual factors towards political attitudes (e.g., Druckman, 2001; Druckman & Nelson,
2003; Shen & Edwards. 2005). Beyond this, it also aids in explaining why political
information relayed through the media have different effects among citizens which, in the
long run, may lead some citizens to support or reject certain political arguments and
manifestos of certain political parties.
Issue wise, this study has contributed to the understanding of citizens’ attitudes
towards immigrants. We found that messages from an elite out-group source can lead the
other members of his/her group to be viewed positively under certain circumstances. This
could be a stepping stone to understanding how to generate more positive attitudes towards
immigrants among citizens of host countries.
Several limitations should be considered when interpreting the results of this study.
First, different immigrant groups may be perceived differently by citizens of a country. As
previously mentioned, the Filipinos receive less media attention compared to some other
immigrant groups in the Netherlands. Thus, we cannot generalize our findings to citizens’
attitudes toward all immigrant groups. To remedy this, different or several immigrant groups
could be used in an experiment to test citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants. Second, the
news coverage of the political speech only contained the value universalism. Perhaps there
would be different outcomes if antagonistic values (e.g., conformity or achievement) were
advocated in the news coverage of a political speech discussing the cultural practices of
Filipino immigrants in the Netherlands. In the future, experiments using the same topic
advocating different values could be conducted to test citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants.
Finally, the topic of the political speech used in this study was rather uncontroversial (i.e., the
importance of maintaining Filipino cultural practices for those who are immigrants abroad).
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There is a possibility for citizens to react differently if a more controversial topic was
discussed in the speech (e.g., allowing for the call for prayer to be announced on the loud
speakers of mosques five times a day in non-Muslim countries). Consequently, future
experiments could use different topics with different levels of controversy to test citizens’
attitudes towards immigrants.
Notwithstanding these limitations, we believe that our findings have given a better
insight to the salience of values as a moderator in citizens’ interpretation of political
information received from the media. This contributes to our understanding on the influencing
factors that shape public opinion which establishes the political climate of democratic
societies. In terms of topic expansion, it would be fruitful to investigate the extent to which
the other nine values in the BHV affects citizens’ political attitudes when exposed to different
political speech sources and media news frames. There is reason to believe that there may be
discrepancies in the findings between these values because according to Schwartz and
Boehnke (2004), values in the four dimensions have different motivational goals.
Furthermore, since the BHV has been found to be suitable for cross cultural samples
(Schwartz, 1992, 1994; Sagiv & Schwartz, 1995), we could replicate this study in other
countries in different parts of the world where they have contrasting political systems and
citizens of diverse ethnicities. By this, we could potentially discover the details that the
influencing factors possess which affects public opinion.
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Notes
1

The definition for the ten values by Schwartz and Boehnke (2004): “Power” refers to social

status and prestige, control or dominance over people and resources. “Achievement” refers to
personal success through demonstrating competence according to social standards.
“Hedonism” refers to pleasure or sensuous gratification for oneself. “Stimulation” refers to
excitement, novelty and challenge in life. “Self-Direction” refers to independent thought and
action – choosing, creating, exploring. “Universalism” refers to understanding, appreciation,
tolerance, and protection for the welfare of all people and for nature. “Benevolence” refers to
preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with whom one is in frequent personal
contact. “Tradition” refers to respect, commitment, and acceptance of the customs and ideas
that traditional culture or religion provide. “Conformity” refers to restraint of actions,
inclinations and impulses likely to upset or harm others and violate social expectations or
norms. “Security” refers to safety, harmony, and stability of society, of relationships, and of
self.
2

The dimension of self-enhancement consists of “power”, “achievement”, and “hedonism”.

The dimension of openness to change consists of “hedonism”, “stimulation”, and “selfdirection”.

The

dimension

of

self-transcendence

consists

of

“universalism”

and

“benevolence”. The dimension of conservation consists of “tradition”, “conformity”, and
“security”.
3

The average answer for the participants in the episodic frame condition was M=2.63,

SD=1.01 and the average answer for those in the thematic frame condition was M=2.89,
SD=1.03.
4

For this question, 59.64% choose the correct answer, 13.35% choose the wrong answer, and

27.00% choose the “unidentifiable” answer option.
5

The first question was answered using a different scale compared to the second and third

questions. The scale used to answer the first question was: 1= dislike very much and 7= like
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very much. The scale used to answer the second and third questions was: 1= extremely
negative, 7= extremely positive. The results of our analyses point in the same direction when
the different scales were used individually.
6

Since the hypotheses are directional, all results reported are 1-tailed.
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Appendix A
Episodic, Domestic
van Dijk: “Turning Mr. Ramos and his family from Strangers to friends”

THE HAGUE- “I like many things about The Netherlands, but I often miss my Filipino
culture – I miss the people, the food, the festivities, the color.” These were the words
expressed by Mr. Apolinario Ramos, a Filipino Seafarer to Mr. Remco van Dijk, the Head of
International Consuls in The Netherlands during their recent encounter at the Rotterdam Port
Authority Open Day.
Mr. Ramos’ story was shared by Mr. van Dijk at the International Consulate Day
which he officiates annually with an opening speech. Mr. Ramos’ story was particularly
heartfelt as the country of focus this year was The Philippines. Festive Filipino decorations
covered the walls of the event hall and traditional Filipino foods were served. There was also
a display of their traditional costumes and art.
“We in the Netherlands are very much open to foreign cultures,” said Mr. van Dijk in
his speech. He stressed that openness is the key to fostering stronger relationships among
trading nations. “This is why getting to know the immigrants in The Netherlands, such as The
Filipinos is crucial.”
It has been reported that to date, there are 150 Dutch companies in the Philippines and
correspondingly, the Philippines has been supplying manpower services for the Netherlands
specifically as seafarers and nurses. As the economies in both countries expand, so has the
number of Filipino migrants in the Netherlands.
Mr. Ramos and his family moved to The Netherlands 13 years ago. Like many
immigrants, they are comfortable here, but, Mr. Ramos fears that his five children will grow
up knowing little of their heritage. Mr. van Dijk notes that this could indeed be a huge
problem. “Imagine a Dutch person abroad not understanding the symbolism of wearing
orange during Queen’s Day or at football matches. That would be a real shame!” he said.
To remedy this problem, Mr. van Dijk proposed that important Filipino holidays should be
acknowledged in Dutch schools. Teachers, together with Filipino students, should hold
interactive presentations. “Holidays which commemorate Filipino local heroes such as
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Bonifacio Day and Rizal Day are important in The Philippines, comparable to our Dutch
Queen’s Day. Seeing as how the longevity of culture depends on the future generation, the
children of Mr. Ramos should be educated on these matters and in turn teach their peers about
them.” Mr. van Dijk ended his speech by saying, “it is these types of seemingly small gestures
that can turn immigrants like Mr. Ramos and his family from strangers to friends”

Thematic Foreign
Cimafranca: “From Strangers to friends”

THE HAGUE- “Immigration has long been an issue heavily publicized in The Netherlands,
but, not all immigrant groups have received equal attention,” said Mr. Frank Cimafranca, the
Minister and Consul General of the Philippines in his opening speech at the International
Consulate Day.
Every year, this event appoints a country of focus. This year, it was The Philippines.
Mr. Cimafranca noted that discussions on The Filipino community living in the Netherlands
have rarely been the highlight of immigration discussions. Therefore, it would be beneficial to
learn more of this immigrant community in The Netherlands. As a tribute to the Filipinos,
festive Filipino decorations covered the walls of the event hall and traditional Filipino foods
were served. There was also a display of their traditional costumes and art.
“The Dutch are very much open to foreign cultures,” said Mr. Cimafranca in his
speech. He stressed that openness is the key to fostering stronger relationships among trading
nations. “This is why getting to know the internationals in The Netherlands, such as The
Filipinos is crucial.”
It has been reported that to date, there are 150 Dutch companies in the Philippines and
correspondingly, the Philippines has been supplying manpower services for the Netherlands
specifically as seafarers and nurses. As the economies in both countries expand, so has the
number of Filipino migrants in the Netherlands.
“According to our research, most Filipinos in The Netherlands are comfortable living
in The Netherlands, but, they are concerned that their children will grow up knowing little of
their heritage. Mr. Cimafranca notes that this could indeed be a huge problem. “Imagine a
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Dutch person abroad not understanding the symbolism of wearing orange during Queen’s Day
or at football matches. That would be a real shame!” he said.
To remedy this problem, Mr. Cimafranca proposed that important Filipino holidays
should be acknowledged in Dutch schools. Teachers, together with Filipino students, should
hold interactive presentations. “Holidays which commemorate Filipino local heroes such as
Bonifacio Day and Rizal Day are important in The Philippines, comparable to the Dutch
Queen’s Day. Seeing as how the longevity of culture depends on the future generation, the
Filipino children living in the Netherlands should be educated on these matters and in turn
teach their peers about them.” Mr. Cimafranca ended his speech by saying, “it is these types
of seemingly small gestures that can turn immigrants in The Netherlands from strangers to
friends”.
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___________________________________________________________________________
Unlike national themed political speeches, international political speeches have not received
much research attention. It is important to study political speeches delivered to international
audiences because they can affect international public opinion which shapes the political,
economic, and social climate of countries involved in these speeches. In addition, researchers
have not paid much attention to the role that values play in political speeches. Values are an
important construct in people’s lives because they guide the evaluation of actions, policies,
people, and events (Schwartz, 1992). Therefore, there is reason to believe that values play a
role in political speeches. To fill these gaps in research, this dissertation set out to investigate
the extent to which values play a role in the production, content, media coverage, and effect of
international political speeches.
In this dissertation, we report empirical evidence found regarding the inclusion and
presence of values in international political speeches as well as their effects on citizens’
opinion. We generally found that some values (more than others) play an important role in
international political speeches from their production till the time they reach the audience. In
this last section, we present our research findings from the individual chapters, implications of
the findings for future research, limitations of this dissertation and suggestions for future
research, and contributions of this dissertation.

Research Findings
In chapter 1, we investigated values in the production component of the
communication process. More specifically, we investigated factors that contribute towards the
inclusion of values in political speeches written for the delivery of UN representatives to
audiences of developed and developing countries. We acknowledge that there may be
countless factors involved, but, in this chapter, we narrowed our focus to the three factors
which we posit were most important: the audiences’ values, the speechwriters’ values, and the
organization’s values. The UN’s values were found to be the most important factor, followed
by the audiences’ values by demographics, audiences’ values by country of origin (i.e.,
developed or developing countries), and finally, the speechwriters’ values. More specifically,
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we found that the speechwriters’ values were in line with the UN’s values. Some
speechwriters also explicitly mentioned that the organization’s values are the most vital factor
of all in the shaping of political speeches. Despite this, we posit that there is still a chance for
the speechwriters’ values to be included into the political speeches as well.
In terms of audiences, we found that while there were both similarities and differences
in the values included into the political speeches written for audiences of different cultures,
there was a popular notion among the speechwriters that there were more similarities.
However, different styles (i.e., tone) were usually used to express the values. For example, it
was mentioned that when writing for an African audience, the language used would excite
solidarity, but when writing for an American or European audience, the writing would be
more sanitized and direct. Speechwriters also clarified that although there are different styles
(tone) used to express values, the differences should not be too big in order to preserve the
universal message. It was also suggested that knowing the audiences’ demographics is more
important than the audiences’ country of origin in speechwriting.
In chapter 2, we investigated the presence of values and the tone attached to them in
the content component of the communication process. More specifically, we investigated
differences or similarities in the use of values between international political speeches from
leaders of developed and developing countries. In terms of similarities, the top four most
present values were the same: “benevolence”, “universalism”, “stimulation”, and “selfdirection”. The similarities can be attributed to the idea that there are certain values which are
consistently important across societies (Schwartz & Bardi, 2001). Furthermore, developing
countries are becoming increasingly modern. Therefore, developing societies incorporate
values from institutions of industrialized societies into their value systems (Inkeles, 1975;
Levy, 1966; Meyer, Boli-Bennet, & Chase Dunn, 1975; Yang, 1988).
In terms of differences, we found that although the top four most present values were
the same, their level of importance differed between speeches from developed and developing
countries. Leaders from developed countries more frequently used “benevolence” and
“universalism”, while leaders from developing countries more frequently used “stimulation”
and “self-direction”. We also found significant differences in the tone attached to “selfdirection”, “stimulation”, and “achievement” between the speeches of leaders from developed
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and developing countries. We attribute the differences to the disparity in living conditions
between people of developed and developing countries. In general, findings from this study
showed more differences than similarities in speeches of leaders from developed and
developing countries.
In chapter 3, we investigated the presence of values and the tone attached to them in
the media coverage component of the communication process. The aim of this study was twofold. First, we focused on the type of values extracted from political speeches that were
reported in the news by journalists of developed and developing countries. Second, we studied
how these extracted values were depicted by journalists of developed and developing
countries. With regards to the first aim, we discovered that the four most present values in the
news coverage of international political speeches of both developed and developing countries
were similar to one another. They were: “stimulation”, “self-direction”, “power”, and
“universalism”. However, further analysis showed that their level of importance differed
between speeches from developed and developing countries. ‘‘Stimulation’’ and “power” had
a greater presence in the news coverage of developing countries compared to those of
developed countries, while ‘‘self-direction’’ had greater presence in the news coverage of
developed countries compared to those of developing ones. This is similar to the findings in
chapter 2 which suggests that the journalists were able to extract the core values from
speeches effectively.
With regards to the study’s second aim, we found that the values were expressed more
positively by journalists of developing countries compared to those of developed countries.
This was the case for “power”, “stimulation”, “universalism”, and “tradition”. This is
somewhat different to the findings in chapter 2 which found that the tone attached to
“stimulation” was significantly more negative in the political speeches of leaders from
developing countries compared to those from developed countries. We attribute this disparity
to the differences between journalism practices in developed and developing countries. We
posit that journalists of developing countries practiced Development Journalism where they
are required to portray their respective countries in a positive light (Skjerdal, 2001; Wong,
2004). On the other hand, journalists of developed countries subscribe to the Western values
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of objectivity, neutrality, and detachment (Molotch & Lester, 1974; Tuchman, 1973; Zelizer,
1993).
In chapter 4, we investigated the role of values in the effect component of the
communication process. More specifically, we tested the effects on citizens’ attitudes towards
immigrants when the news coverage of a political speech is framed episodically or
thematically, when the speech source is foreign or domestic, and when different levels of
importance are placed on values. Our main finding showed that the effect of media news
frames and political speech sources on attitudes towards immigrants is moderated by the
importance placed on “universalism”. This suggests that “universalism” guided the citizens’
interpretation of political information that they received from the media. More precisely, in
this study, citizens who scored high on ‘universalism’ were more affected by a foreign source
in an episodic news frame, compared to those scoring low on ‘universalism’ in a thematic
news frame. On the other hand, in a thematic news frame, the difference between citizens
scoring high and low on universalism was found for the domestic source.
Besides that, we also found that citizens exposed to news coverage of a political
speech delivered by a foreign politician from the immigrant group had a more positive
attitude towards immigrants compared to those who were exposed to news coverage of a
political speech delivered by a domestic politician. This shows that there are certain
conditions under which citizens may consider messages of an out-group member more
positively than an in-group member (Alport, 1954; Budesheim, Houston, & DePaola, 1996).

Implications of Findings for Future Research
Values
The set-up of this study was to investigate the role of values in the production, content,
media coverage, and impact of international political speeches. This may give the general
impression that the values present in each of these communication components are isolated
from one another. However, our observations suggest that values in the production, content,
media coverage and impact of speeches are neither isolated from one another nor do they flow
in a linear manner (i.e., values are not cultivated the production component and dissolve in the
impact component). For instance, speechwriters have been known to do extensive research on
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a speech topic and the country where the speech will be delivered before writing the speech.
There are times when they conduct their research by reading news coverage of previous
political speeches delivered to the people of a specific country. This means that speechwriters
(who are involved in the production component of the communication process) may be
affected by news coverage of earlier speeches (which refers to the media coverage component
of the communication process).
Another instance is that journalists may report a speech (media coverage component
of the communication process) based on how people previously reacted towards speeches by
some political leaders (effect component of the communication process). This can be fully
explained by certain important concepts in journalism such as sensationalism (Grabe, Zhou, &
Barnett, 2001) and media feeding frenzy (Sabato, 1993). When conducting the content
analysis on news coverage of political speeches (Chapter 3), it was noticeable that speeches of
leaders such as Ahmadinejad (President of Iran) and Gaddafi (former President of Libya)
received extensive coverage. This could be due to a couple of reasons with one leading to the
other. These political leaders were more outspoken compared to the others. This caught the
attention of journalists and led them to writing detailed news coverage on these political
leaders’ speeches which caught the attention of the public and caused them to react (effect
component of the communication process) (e.g., street protests in front of the United Nations
building of where the speech was delivered). This reaction encourages the journalists to
continue giving more attention to the speeches of these political leaders year after year. In the
future, it would be interesting to research the flow pattern of the values in international
political speeches between the communication components.
The BHV Framework
Findings from all chapters in this dissertation showed that “universalism” is the most
important value in international political speeches. This supports the claim made by Rokeach
(1973) that “freedom” and “equality” are paramount political values. However, we feel it
important to point out that although this value is undeniably most salient in international
political speeches, there are also others which had substantial presence in our studies.
Although not as prominent as “universalism”, we found “benevolence”, “stimulation”, and
“self-direction” to be highly present in the production, content, and media coverage
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components of the communication process. This means that among the four dimensions of the
BHV, values from the dimension of openness to change and self-transcendence are most
important with regards to politics. Findings from chapter 1 indicated that speechwriters refer
to “universalism” and “benevolence” as the values that are highly related to peoples’
professional life but referred to “achievement” and “tradition” to their personal lives. Could
this mean that certain values in the BHV model are particularly suitable for certain instances
and not to others? If so, then, it would be interesting for future research to investigate when
each of the values are most important.
Following this, we also question whether values are trans-situational as claimed by
Schwartz (1992). We think it is reasonable to claim that if a woman places high importance
on “power” in her career where she enjoys having authority, this neither means that she
enjoys having power over her family members at home, nor does it mean that she supports her
country exerting power over other nations. Therefore, we argue that perhaps there are
differences between personal values and public values in the BHV. Should there be a
difference, then this shows that values are more situational than trans-situational. However,
this is merely a speculation and only further research on this matter can provide better insights
to the classification of values in the BHV.

Tone and Values
Findings from chapter 1 tell us that the values included into political speeches for
audiences of developed and developing countries are largely similar to one another, but, the
style (tone) used to express those values differ. Later on in the same chapter, we discovered
that differences in style (tone) affect the values themselves. One speechwriter mentioned that
there are differences in the way he writes a speech for an African audience compared to an
American or a European audience. When communicating the same message, a speech to the
African audience will be written in a way that excites solidarity which brings about the values
of tradition and conformity. On the other hand, speeches to the American or European
audience would more direct and sanitized which would be void of those values. This suggests
that values and the tone attached to them are dependent on circumstances (i.e., type of
audience, subject). This seems to disagree with Feather’s (1995) claim that values are a
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quality of a person, but tone is linked to a specific subject and time frame. Instead, we believe
that the vulnerability of values indicate that both values and the tone attached to them are
linked to a specific subject and time frame.
Feather’s (1995) claim was once again in question when we were in the process of
deciding on a political speech issue for the experiment in Chapter 4. Based on this experience,
we realized that certain topics were always linked to certain values. For example, in a speech
about war, it would be inevitable to include values pertaining to “power”. An anti-war speech
would possibly mean a negative tone attached to “power”, while a pro-war speech would
mean a positive tone attached to this value. Whichever way we looked at this speech topic, it
was inevitable for “power” to be a prominent value. Furthermore, we believe that it is
intuitive for most people to associate “power” with war. Once again, this pointed us to the
reasoning that values and the tone attached to them are both linked to a specific subject and
time frame. Therefore, in the future, researchers studying values and the tone attached to them
in political speeches must always take the following variables into account: type of audience,
subject of speech, and time frame.

Cultural Similarities and Differences
Unlike the previous studies of some scholars (Hofstede, 1983; Triandis, 1995),
chapters in this dissertation used developed and developing countries to classify different
cultures in different parts of the world. From this, we discovered that there were different
methods one can use to classify countries as developed or developing. In chapter 2, developed
and developing countries were differentiated by levels of economic development. However,
chapters 1 and 3 applied the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) Human
Development Report (HDR) (2010) to classify the countries. Despite the differences in
methods, there were no conflicts in the sample of countries that we consider as developed or
developing (e.g., Sri Lanka is a developing country by the calculation of both the World Bank
and UNDP HDR). However, future scholars who would like to apply the developed and
developing country classification should be aware of the different methods because while it
did not cause conflicts in our studies, there may be some disparity in the list of countries
between the two methods.
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The differentiation between developed and developing countries in our chapters found
that while there were differences in the values present in political speeches delivered by
leaders of developed and developing countries to audiences of these two cultures, there were
also some glaring similarities (chapters 1, 2 , and 3). In our studies, we implied that the
similarities were due to globalization. In turn, this phenomenon affects how international
political speeches are written, presented, and reported. As a result to this, an international
standard set of values in political speeches has emerged.
In chapter 2, we suggested the possibility for globalization to lead leaders and citizens
of developing countries to embrace the values that are prominent in the speeches of leaders
from developing countries. Following this, there is likelihood that in the future, there will be
an even higher degree of similarities in the values projected in the political speeches of
leaders from developed and developing countries. Several questions have surfaced from this
line of argumentation. While we acknowledge that values are a stable construct among adults
(Feather, 1971; Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 1997), this does not mean that values remain
unchanged among citizens of different generations (after all, we are suggesting that people of
developing countries will embrace values of those from developed countries in the future).
Therefore, we find it important to ask how likely is it for leaders and citizens of developed
countries to remain stagnated in their values? If there is low likelihood, then we believe that
because people around the world are progressing at different pace, there will never be a time
where the exact same values will be embraced by all. It also brings about the question of:
After “universalism”, what values will leaders and citizens of developed countries embrace?
Are there new values which have yet to be discovered, or, is the value system/BHV model
cyclical (i.e. the values in the BHV model embraced by societies change clockwise or
anticlockwise)? To answer these questions, longitudinal research need to be conducted on a
world-wide level.
The implications of our findings have already pointed out some important points for
future research. However, more will be suggested in the following section where we discuss
the limitations of our studies.
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Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
The limitations of each study have been discussed in their respective chapters.
However, there are also more general limitations which were not previously touched upon. In
this section, we discuss general limitations of the studies, and combine them with some
suggestions for future research.
With regards to political speeches, those which were investigated in this dissertation
were heavily international and positive in nature. Moreover, there was quite a big emphasis on
UN speeches (chapters 1 and 3) which were only mildly controversial if at all. Tables 2.3 and
3.3 show that the tone attached to the values present was mostly positive. As we have
previously mentioned, due to globalization, there seem to be a standard set of values present
in political speeches delivered to international audiences. Therefore, it is logical to think that
these speeches are not necessarily representative of values embraced by the leaders and
citizens of the individual countries. Rather, the values present are those considered diplomatic
and acceptable in international relations. In the future, the types of values embraced by the
individual countries, values in local political speeches delivered within each country should
also be investigated. In order to do this, we need to conduct investigations on values in
political campaign speeches inauguration speeches, and among the general public within each
country. From this, we can better understand the values that are truly embraced by leaders and
citizens of the individual countries. Only then can we make fair cross cultural comparisons.
Another way of interpreting the results from this dissertation is that perhaps the
positive nature of the international political speeches studied in this dissertation led to the
presence of similar values in the international political speeches of leaders from developed
and developing countries. Should this be the case then future studies should focus on values in
the production, content, media coverage and impact of more controversial international
political speeches (e.g., “Tear Down this Wall” speech by Ronald Reagan). There is a
possibility that the values present in this type of speech are more representative of the values
held by the people of the political leaders’ country. Despite the presence of similar values in
international political speeches, future research focusing on this type of speech should take
the speakers’ and the audiences’ country of origin into consideration as we did find some
significant differences in the presence of values and the tone attached to them in the
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production, content and media coverage elements in the communication process (chapters 1,
2, and 3).
With regards to values, chapters in the dissertation substantially relied on Schwartz’s
(1992) definition and nature of values. We feel it necessary to note that his definition is from
a Western perspective which we applied to political speechwriters, speeches, and news
coverage of political speeches of different cultures. According to Mowlana (1997), people’s
understanding of communication differs between people of different cultures. Should this
basic concept have different meanings, then we cannot be sure that values have the same
meaning everywhere in the world. Therefore, there are some concerns that values that were
not present were labeled as present and vice versa in our studies due to the application of a
lopsided understanding of values. In the future, studies should be conducted to explore what
values mean to people from different parts of the world before making cross cultural
comparisons.
Chapters 2 and 3 relied on the Schwartz and Boehnke’s (2004) BHV model. This
model was helpful in aiding us to understand the content in the different types of values. By
way of content analyses, the ten values of the BHV were identified in the political speeches as
well as their news coverage. However, results from this dissertation were unable to find
support for the structure of the model. We conducted a confirmatory factor analysis with the
data set from chapter 2 and found that only two out of four dimensions were confirmed to be
similar to those of the BHV model. These were values from the dimension of selftranscendence (universalism and benevolence) and conservation (tradition and conformity).
To further investigate this, we also conducted a confirmatory factor analysis with the
data set from chapter 4. Here, participants were required to rate how important each of the ten
values were to their lives. The confirmatory factor analysis found only one out of the four
dimensions to be similar to the BHV model. This was the values from the dimension of selftranscendence. The failure to find the same BHV structure in our second attempt could be due
to multiple reasons. One of which is that we used single items to measure the importance of
the ten values whereas the SVS used 57 items. However, we believe that the differences in
both attempts of confirmatory factor analyses are an indicator for the nature of values
pertaining to politics in general, and political speeches in particular. In the future, the SVS
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should be conducted to investigate citizens’ perception on values with regards to politics.
From that data, we can conduct a confirmatory factor analysis once again to test if the model
is similar to the BHV. Should it be completely different, then, perhaps the original model is
applicable specifically in organizational settings and less so in politics. If this is the case, then
it would confirm that values are more situational rather than trans-situational.
With regards to conceptualization, there are limitations to how we differentiate values
in political speeches from different cultures. Although we made value comparisons between
political speeches of leaders from developed and developing countries, we must clarify that
values that the people deem salient within each of these cultures are not homogenous. There
are likely differences in value importance among people within the same country (e.g., there
may be differences between those who subscribe to high culture and popular culture, between
those who live in urban areas and rural areas, between those who have different religious
affiliations). In the future, it would be interesting to conduct studies investigating cultural
differences in terms of value importance from different groups within the same country and/or
region and see how these differences measure up to our findings on values in international
political speeches. From this we will better understand the contributing factors of the salience
of values among people from different cultures.
Finally, although we conducted a study on journalism in developed and developing
countries (chapter 3), but, we did not investigate the presence of values through the
perspective of journalists. We believe that this gap in research needs to be filled as it could
provide a more detailed understanding concerning values in international political speeches.

Dissertation Contribution
The different chapters in this dissertation filled several gaps in extant research. They
provide useful contributions to communication science and particularly to the research areas
of political communication, speech communication, and journalism. The findings also
contribute to the further understanding of the BHV inventory as well as the understanding of
cultural differences.
The gaps filled and the contributions provided by this dissertation are as follow: First,
previous studies on political speeches mostly paid attention to national themed political
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speeches (Bruss & Lawrence, 2010; Medhurst, 1987; Vaughn & Villalobos, 2006).
Investigations in this dissertation are the first few to focus on international political speeches
which are as important as national themed political speeches because globalization requires
for not only relationships within nations, but also those between nations to be cultivated.
Therefore, this dissertation contributes to the field of political communication and speech
communication by providing first insights to the understanding of international political
speeches with a focus on values in their production, content, media coverage, and impact.
Second, previous studies looked into isolated angles of political speeches such as the
challenges faced by speechwriters (Bruss & Lawrence, 2010), determinants of political speech
content (Vaughn & Villalobos, 2006), and impact of political rhetoric on public opinion
(Cohen, 1995). These studies provided valuable pieces to the puzzle, but, they were never put
together to fully understand political speeches. The chapters in this dissertation have managed
to provide the first contours of the bigger picture of international political speeches in the
different and interrelated communication components with a focus on values. By this,
findings from the chapters also contribute to the field of political communication and speech
communication by providing a broader picture of international political speeches from their
production to their effect on public opinion.
Third, unlike previous studies on political speeches, findings from this dissertation
contribute to the field of journalism (see chapter 3). Our investigation on values in the news
coverage of political speeches of leaders from developed and developing countries has shed
light to journalism practices in different parts of the world. More than that, our findings imply
that the role of journalists go beyond the news reporting as they play an important role in
public opinion formation.
Fourth, previous studies that applied the BHV inventory typically did so by way of
surveys in organizations (Schwartz & Bardi, 1997, 2001; Schwartz & Saggie, 2000). Chapters
2 and 3 in this dissertation are the first few studies to apply the BHV inventory by way of
content analyses to investigate values in international political speeches and their news
coverage. This contributes to the understanding of the BHV in terms of its flexibility and
applicability.
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Finally, previous scholars distinguished cultures according to nations or nationality
(Hofstede, 1983) or the psychology of people from different regions of the world (Triandis,
1995). However, chapters in this dissertation took the industrialization approach in
differentiating cultures (i.e., by comparing developed and developing countries). Results from
the individual chapters show that there are differences in the values present and the tone
attached to them in the production, content and media coverage of international political
speeches of leaders from developed and developing countries. This shows that differentiating
cultures using the industrialization approach is valid. Hence, this dissertation also contributes
to a different method of looking at cultural differences.
Despite these contributions, findings from this dissertation have only grazed the
surface of international political speeches. Future research must continue to investigate how
values in international political speeches contribute to forming international public opinion in
democratic countries which determines the political, economic, and social climate within and
between the countries involved in these speeches.
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ENGLISH SUMMARY
___________________________________________________________________________
In democratic societies, political speeches delivered to international audiences can directly
affect international public opinion which may shape the political, economic, and social
climate of the countries involved in the speech. Some scholars assert that the values projected
in the speeches are not of the leader as an individual, but of the government or nation that he
or she represents. Therefore, this dissertation focuses on values in the production, content,
media coverage, and impact of international political speeches. In the long run, this may
provide us with some insight on how to bridge differences between leaders and citizens of
different nations to garner a more positive international public opinion that encourages
positive relationships politically, economically, and socially.
Studies in this dissertation were guided by several theoretical and conceptual
frameworks: Values as a salient component of political speeches, the content and structure of
values according to the Basic Human Values (BHV) theory, the salience of the tone attached
to the values in political speeches, and the differences that may exist in value and tone
between nations that are classified as developed and developing.
The investigations began with a study which focused on values in the production of
international political speeches. The main aim of the first study (chapter 1) was to investigate
the factors that contribute towards the inclusion of values in international political speeches.
To achieve this, speechwriters from the United Nations were interviewed because they are
accustomed to writing speeches for delivery by their representatives to audiences all over the
world. We found the UN’s values to be the most dominating factor in the inclusion of values
in political speeches, followed by the audiences’ demographics, the audiences’ country of
origin and finally the speechwriters’ values.
After understanding the importance of the contributing factors, we proceeded with the
next study (chapter 2) which focused on values in the content of international political
speeches. The main aim of this study was to discover differences or similarities in the use of
values between political speeches from developed and developing countries. For this study,
comparisons were made between the speeches of leaders from developed and developing
countries using the BHV inventory. By way of a content analysis, we found that despite some
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similarities, there were more differences in the values present and the tone attached to those
values in the speeches of leaders from developed and developing countries.
Following this, the next study (chapter 3) focused on values in the media coverage of
international political speeches. Here, we investigated the types of values extracted from
political speeches that were reported in the news and how the extracted values were depicted
by journalists of developed and developing countries. In order to achieve this, we combined
the BHV model with the concept of journalism practices in developed and developing
countries. From a content analysis of news articles, results show that although the top four
values were the same for both developed and developing countries, further analysis revealed
some significant differences. This is similar to the findings in chapter 2 which suggests that
the journalists were able to extract the core values from speeches effectively. We also found
significant differences in terms of the tone attached to those values which imply that although
the journalists of developed and developing countries select similar values, they depict them
differently due to the differences in journalism practices in particular parts of the world.
Findings from studies in chapters 2 and 3 provided us with useful insights into the
values that were most present in international political speeches. The next chapter (chapter 4)
utilized those findings to investigate the impact of values in international political speeches.
In this study, we examined the extent to which values play a role in affecting citizens’
political attitudes when exposed to different media news frames and political speech sources.
More specifically, we tested the effects on citizens’ attitudes towards immigrants when the
news coverage of a political speech is framed episodically or thematically, when the speech
source is foreign or domestic, and when different levels of importance are placed on values.
Our main finding showed that the effect of media news frames and political speech sources on
attitudes towards immigrants is moderated by the importance placed on the value
“universalism”. Citizens who scored high on ‘universalism’ were more affected by a foreign
source in an episodic news frame, compared to those scoring low on ‘universalism’ in a
thematic news frame. On the other hand, in a thematic news frame, the difference between
citizens scoring high and low on universalism was found for the domestic source.
In general, studies in this dissertation collectively show the inclusion and presence of
values in international political speeches as well as their effects on citizens’ opinion. As this
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research path has not yet been explored by previous scholars, this dissertation fills in many
gaps in research and contributes to communication science and particularly to the research
areas of political communication, speech communication, and journalism. Nevertheless,
future research must continue to investigate how values in international political speeches
contribute to forming international public opinion in democratic countries which determines
the political, economic, and social climate within and between the countries involved in these
speeches.
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING
___________________________________________________________________________
In democratische samenlevingen hebben politieke toespraken gericht op internationale
toehoorders de potentie om de internationale publieke opinie te beïnvloeden. Daarmee geven
dergelijke toespraken vorm aan het politieke, economische en sociale klimaat in de landen die
in de toespraak worden genoemd. De waarden die in deze toespraken worden geuit zijn niet
(alleen) de waarden van de leider als individu, maar (ook) van de overheid of natie die hij of
zij vertegenwoordigt. Dit proefschrift richt zich daarom op het belang van waarden in de
productie, inhoud, berichtgeving en impact van internationale politieke toespraken. Deze
inzichten kunnen op de lange-termijn handvatten bieden voor het overbruggen van de kloof
tussen burgers en leiders binnen en tussen naties en een internationale publieke opinie
genereren die positieve relaties bevordert op politiek, economisch en sociaal vlak.
Verschillende theoretische en conceptuele modellen hebben richting gegeven aan de
studies in dit proefschrift: waarden als prominent onderdeel van politieke toespraken, de
inhoud en structuur van waarden volgens de theorie van Basic Human Values (BHV), de
“tone of voice” van de waarden in politieke toespraken en mogelijke verschillen tussen
ontwikkelende en ontwikkelde naties.
Het onderzoek begon met een studie naar het belang van waarden in de ontwikkeling
van internationale politieke toespraken. Het voornaamste doel van de eerste studie (hoofdstuk
1) was om te achterhalen welke factoren bijdragen aan de inclusie van waarden in
internationale politieke toespraken. Hiertoe zijn interviews gehouden met tekstschrijvers van
de Verenigde Naties. Zij hebben immers ervaring met het ‘productieproces’ van toespraken
die worden gehouden voor toehoorders van over de hele wereld. Uit deze studie bleek dat de
waarden van de VN de grootste invloed hadden op de waarden in de toespraken, gevolgd door
de demografie van de toehoorders, het land van herkomst van de toehoorders en de waarden
van de schrijver van de toespraak.
Na inzicht te hebben vergaard in factoren die bijdragen aan de inclusie van waarden in
toespraken, zijn we gestart met de volgende studie (hoofdstuk 2) welke zich richtte op de
waarden in de inhoud van internationale politieke toespraken. Het voornaamste doel van deze
studie was om verschillen of overeenkomsten in het gebruik van waarden te identificeren in
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toespraken uit ontwikkelde landen versus ontwikkelingslanden. Voor deze studie zijn
toespraken van leiders van beide typen landen vergeleken, gebruikmakend van de waarden in
de BHV-theorie. Met behulp van inhoudsanalyse vonden we, enkele overeenkomsten, maar
ook verschillen tussen de waarden en de ‘tone of voice’ van de waarden in de toespraken van
leiders van ontwikkelde landen en ontwikkelingslanden.
Vervolgens is er een studie uitgevoerd naar waarden in de berichtgeving over
internationale politieke toespraken (hoofdstuk 3). In deze studie is onderzocht welke waarden
uit politieke toespraken in het nieuws werden bericht en hoe die waarden werden beschreven
door journalisten uit ontwikkelde landen en ontwikkelingslanden. Hiertoe hebben we de
BHV-theorie gecombineerd met het concept van “journalism in developed and developing
countries”. De resultaten van een inhoudsanalyse van nieuwsartikelen lieten zien dat de topvier waarden waarover werd bericht in ontwikkelde landen en ontwikkelingslanden
overeenkwamen, maar vervolganalyses duidden op enkele significante verschillen. Deze
resultaten zijn vergelijkbaar met die in hoofdstuk 2, het geen suggereert dat journalisten
effectief de kernwaarden uit de toespraken wisten te destilleren en daarover hebben bericht.
We vonden ook significante verschillen met betrekking tot de toon waarmee de waarden
werden geuit. Dit impliceert dat verschillende gebruiken in de journalistiek in verschillende
delen van de wereld ertoe leiden dat journalisten uit ontwikkelde en ontwikkelingslanden
vergelijkbare waarden op verschillende wijzen rapporteren.
De resultaten van hoofdstukken 2 en 3 bieden inzicht in welke waarden het meest
voorkomen in internationale politieke toespraken. Het volgende hoofdstuk (hoofdstuk 4)
bouwt voort op die bevindingen en gaat in op de impact van waarden in politieke toespraken.
In deze studie onderzochten we de mate waarin waarden een rol spelen in het beïnvloeden van
politieke attitudes van burgers wanneer zij worden blootgesteld aan verschillende typen
nieuwskaders en verschillende typen bronnen van politieke toespraken. Meer specifiek
hebben we getest in hoeverre de attitudes van burgers ten opzichte van immigranten werden
beïnvloed door het type berichtgeving (episodisch of thematisch), de bron van de toespraak
(binnen- of buitenlands) en het belang dat burgers aan bepaalde waarden toekennen. De
belangrijkste bevinding was dat het effect van het nieuwskader en de bron op de attitudes ten
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opzichte van immigranten werd gemodereerd door het belang dat werd gehecht aan de waarde
“universalisme”.
Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift naar waarden in de verschillende fasen van het
communicatieproces - van productie tot en met de effecten op de publieke opinie – heeft niet
alle vragen op dit weinig onderzocht, maar belangrijk onderzoeksterrein kunnen
beantwoorden. Nader onderzoek blijft nodig om te bepalen hoe waarden in internationale
politieke toespraken bijdragen aan de publieke opinie die het politieke, economische en
sociale klimaat bepaalt in en tussen landen.
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